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Vibio gets The Vegan

Society’s Vegan Trademark

letter from the editor

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen

Vibio is the first company to register app-controlled vegan toys

It has happened again!
Being a monthly publication,
EAN has once more been
overtaken by the latest
events, which is why there
was no mention of Russia’s
invasion of Ukraine in our
March issue. When that
issue went into print, there
was still a sliver of hope
that war could be avoided
- because that’s what it is.
There is no other word to
describe what is happing in
Ukraine right now, no matter
what official nomenclature
Moscow prefers. What happened on February 24 and
has continued to happen
since then has been deeply
shocking and painful to all
of us. We have always tried
to keep politics out of our
magazine, but right now, we
have reached a point where
we simply can’t continue
to do that. Therefore, we
want to express our full and
unconditional solidarity with
the sovereign nation of Ukraine, and we condemn the
Russian war of aggression.

On February 11, Vibio, the queer and women-owned sextech company, has become the first
in the world to register its app-controlled toys with The Vegan Society’s Vegan Trademark.

V

ibio was founded in 2018 by childhood
friends Alma Ramírez Acosta and
Patricia Cervantes Santana. They launched
their first vibrator and accompanying app
on Kickstarter – the global crowdfunding
platform – allowing users to control the
wearable toys via the app as well as having
educational content too for those wishing
to find out more about sexual wellbeing. All
four of Vibio’s toys, including Frida, the first
toy in the range, are now certified with the
Vegan Trademark. Meanwhile, the Glee
and Wake lubricants, which
are entirely free
from animal-products
and testing,
have also been
registered. Both
lubes come in eco-friendly tubes made
of 100% sugarcane too. Reacting to the
news, Ericka Durgahee, Marketing Manager at The Vegan Society, said: “Registering our first electronic personal toys with
the Vegan Trademark is expressly exciting
news for the team. Not just because Vibio
are such a trailblazing company, but also
because it means we’ve taken new steps
into the registration of electronic products.
Thank you for working with us Vibio!”
“Many people don’t realise that a lot of

That‘s it for this month!
Matthias Johnson
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lubricants, toys and even condoms can
contain animal derivatives, such as certain
enzymes, animal skin and beeswax, or
may have been tested on animals. For years, a lot of vegans, whether they’re single
or in a relationship, have had to miss out
or compromise on comfort and pleasure
because of their ethics. However, thanks
to the incredible team at Vibio these sleek
innovations are available to vegans too.”
Vibio co-founder, Patricia Cervantes Santana, added:
“We’re firm
believers on the
power of tech
when it comes
to creating
change and
positive impact
in the world,
and wanted to
apply this to the
sexual wellness space. Our mission has
always been creating an inclusive brand
that would not only make tools to explore
sexuality but combining them with content
to guide people in their sexual journey.
As a vegan myself, it was essential that
our products be accessible to the vegan
community as well.” While Vibio is the first
company to register app-controlled
vegan toys, there are currently 12
different lubricants registered with
the Vegan Trademark.
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better pleasure
for all men
The MALE collection by Cobeco Pharma is a complete line to enhance the sexual
pleasure for men of all ages, ethnic backgrounds and sexual preferences. The line
includes various types of specialty intimate lubricants, delay and maintenance products.
The various types of intimate lubricants have each their own special features with
different textures and effects for multiple sexy situations. Also included in the collection
are the different delay products for men who experience problems with premature
ejaculation. This way, the MALE collection caters to the many needs of all men.

. Enhances men’s pleasure
. Wide range of products
. Vegan ingredients
. Premium quality products
Lubricant:
MALE Cobeco Anal Relax Lubricant (150ml - 250ml)
MALE Cobeco Lubricant Water-based (150ml - 250ml)
MALE Cobeco Lubricant Silicone-based (150ml - 250ml)
MALE Cobeco Anal Lubricant (150ml - 250ml)
MALE Cobeco Warm Lubricant (250ml)
MALE Cobeco White Lubricant (250ml)
MALE Cobeco Hybrid 2-in-1 (150ml)
MALE Cobeco Lubricant Extra Thick (250ml)
MALE Cobeco Butter Lubricant (250ml)
MALE Cobeco Powder Lubricant (225g)
Delay:
MALE Cobeco Delay Spray (15ml)
MALE Cobeco Wipes Delay (6 x 2ml)
Cleaning and maintenance:
MALE Cobeco Talcum Maintenance Powder (150g)

cobeco pharma is producer and wholesaler of pharmaceutical, cosmetic and stimulating products
cobeco pharma wholesale bv • hertzstraat 2 • 2652 xx berkel en rodenrijs • the netherlands • info@cobeco.nl
www.cobeco-privatelabel.com • t +31 (0)10 290 09 91 • f +31 (0)10 290 09 94 • sales@cobeco-privatelabel.nl
• t +31 (0)10 290 65 25
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Save the planet from your bedroom

this Earth Day with Love Not War

Sustainable sex toy brand launches The Maya made from 99% recycled aluminium
London, England - British eco-friendly sex toy brand, Love Not War, is set to launch its most
sustainable product to date, the Maya, made from 99% recycled aluminium, just in time for
Earth Day (22nd April).

T

he Maya is made from recycled
and recyclable aluminium and is the
ideal toy for the eco-conscious. The
bullet-shaped vibrator is fully waterproof,
has four intensity levels and seven vibration patterns. The Maya also comes with
an interchangeable battery base that is
compatible with the brand’s detachable
heads, allowing you to have multiple
toys in one. This feature is available for
all Love Not War’s products .CEO and
co-founder of Love Not War, Will Ranscombe said, “We’ve watched consumer
habits shift in recent years with more and
more importance continuously being placed on whether something is eco-friendly
or not. People want to be able to trace
where their purchases have come from,
how they have been created and with
what materials. The sex toy industry is
not exempt from this growing trend and

we at Love Not War are proud to say that
we place sustainability right at the core
of our business. It is not an afterthought
or an optional extra for us, but it is in
fact cemented right at the forefront of
everything we do. It is predicted that the
sex toy industry will be worth £27 billion
by 2025 and as it continues to rise in popularity it is our aim to let the world know
that there is pleasure in sustainability. We
really do hope that in the not so distant
future, adopting sustainable, ‘green’
practices into the industry and the manufacturing process, in particular, will be
a staple requirement for all involved. The
Maya is our most sustainable product yet
and we’re so excited to finally be able
to introduce it to the world. It is not only
made of 99% recycled aluminum, but
it is smooth, sleek and sexy and is also
perfect for temperature play.”

FUCK GREEN and save planet earth
Wijchen, The Netherlands - Good news
for fans of the FUCK GREEN brand:
they’ve added more best-selling designs
to their collection. FUCK GREEN took
the most popular designs and made
them with PLA Plastic, so consumers
can enjoy their favourite toy, without
damaging planet earth. The new items
08

are now available exclusively from
SCALA! FUCK GREEN is the plano-gram of the month in the March-April
edition of SCALA’s PLAY Magazine.
This means customers can profit from
10% discount (valid from 1st of March
until 15th of April at SCALA) on this
eco-friendly collection.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 4 / 2 0 2 2

Spring fresh collection from Cottelli Lingerie
New at ORION Wholesale
Flensburg, Germany - The new collection from Cottelli Lingerie whets appetites for spring, because it combines pure sensuality with sophistication in the trendy colors of spring.

T

he lingerie has been designed exclusively at ORION’s headquarters so that
women can show off their seductive curves
in a sexy, stylish and confident way. The
new collection from Cottelli Lingerie has six
breathtaking pieces of lingerie in various
designs with seductive lace, hot wet look
material and sensual silky stretch material.
The new Cottelli Lingerie collection is available
from ORION Wholesale. The lingerie is deliver-

ed in packaging that is in a new look
and feel. It is delivered in a high-quality cardboard box that can also be
used as a gift box. This cardboard
box is covered in an additional
slipcase with a detailed image of the
respective product and a description
of the product in nine languages on
it as well. The packaging can be stood up or
hung up with the hanger in the middle.

The dark
grey secrets
of passion.

Schneider & Tiburtius Rubber Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH
D-66787 Wadgassen-Hostenbach
T +49 6834 4006-0 . F +49 6834 4006-11
info@st-rubber.de

STRUBBI.COM
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Pipedream Europe is now shipping

Body Docks and Crown Jewels
King Cock Elite Collection

Bremen, Germany - Pipedream Europe is now shipping the highly-anticipated Body Dock
Universal Harness System and the Crown Jewels of their King Cock Elite collection from
their EU distribution centre.

T

he Body Dock is Pipedream’s patent
pending suction-cup strap-on system
and is available in two versions: Beginner’s
Body Dock Strap-on Harness and Comfy Body Dock Strap-on Harness. With a
concave, circular dildo dock connected to
a soft, nylon waist strap, the Body Dock
effortlessly keeps your silicone suction-cup
dildo in place using an incredibly strong
suction-powered bond. The form-fitted PU
pleasure plate is cleverly curved to fit the
body’s contours and distributes pressure
evenly across the wearer’s pelvic region with
each thrust. The Body Dock’s patent-pending Push and Play design gives users
complete control and works seamlessly with
most silicone suctions cups (determined by
diameter). For the ultimate lifelike experience, the Crown Jewels are King Cock Elite’s
premium swinging balls and available in vibrating and weighted versions. The squishy,
stretchy testes are made with dual-density

Elite silicone and are soft on the outside
and firm on the inside. With a strategically
placed vibe buzzing in each ball, users
get 10 patterns of pulsation along with the
incredible feel of free-swinging, slapping
balls! The 20-piece collection including
the Dual Density Silicone Dildos, the Body
Docks Universal Harness System and the
Crown Jewels is available in non-vibrating
and vibrating styles, with super-strong suction-cups and without balls. The vibrating
pieces are all rechargeable, powered by
super-strong 10-function motors, and available with an optional rechargeable remote
control. The entire King Cock Elite collection is packed with advanced features and
intuitive controls and packaged in sturdy,
unisex boxes that look great on the wall or
the web. The boxes can be displayed two
ways (window-box or photo) and feature
scannable QR codes that link directly to the
product’s demonstration video.

New products from Lux Fetish
Wadgassen, Germany - ST RUBBER
is pleased to announce the arrival of
new items from the Lux Fetish brand.
These include products such as the
Strapless Strap-On, the Inflatable Sex
Chair With Vibrating Dildo, the Inflatable
BDSM Sex Sofa Set (6pc) and many
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more. All new products are
available now. If you have any further
questions, ST RUBBER’s customer
service will be happy to help under the
telephone number: +49 6834 4006-0
or simply visit the online shop:
www.strubbi.com
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 4 / 2 0 2 2

KUH-NEKT
extra strong

best seller
Made w/science-based ingredients
Natural herbal complex
Shown to help men of all ages
Promotes noticeable,
real results you can see and feel
Trusted UK AA grade
BRC Accreditated manufacturing
Comes with a 365 day money
back guarantee

A Better Way to Shop Wholesale
The Most Effective Male Enhancements
Supplying the Adult Industry Since 2007 ........ PLUS a Money Back Guarantee !!

Trade@rcc-wholesale.com

www.rcc-wholesale.com
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Sex toys from ANOS for anal pleasure
New at ORION Wholesale
Flensburg, Germany - The anus has a lot of erotic potential: it is surrounded by numerous,
sensitive nerves that are connected to the sexual organs. Many (s)experiemental people
have already discovered the increased pleasure they can get from anal stimulation.

T

his explains why the demand for sex
toys for anal pleasure has increased
immensely. That is also why ORION
Wholesale has launched the ANOS sex
toys for anal stimulation. The ANOS
label also has special condoms and
nourishing products for the anal area as
well. The sex toys from ANOS are made
predominantly out of very soft, smooth
black silicone. Their designs are well
thought out and have various stimulating
textures. For example, the two ‘Remote
Controlled Butt Plugs’ that can stimulate
the anus with their various stimulating
textures, 10 rotation modes and 10 vibration modes. The rotation and vibration
modes can be easily controlled via the
remote control. They are easy to insert
because of their narrow tip and they can
be worn safely because they have a wide
base – this stops them from sliding into
the anal canal. The bases also decorate
the anus with their gold-coloured mirror

which provides that extra visual thrill.
The ‘Anal Beads with Vibration’ also
provide pure anal pleasure. The anal
vibrator in a bead design has a flexible
tip and the beads get bigger towards
the base. The 7 vibration modes can be
easily adjusted using the button on the
toy. The vibration modes provide exciting
backdoor pleasure. The wide base with
the practical retrieval ring means that
the vibrator can be guided easily and
it also stops it from sliding in too far as
well. The ANOS label currently has 7
items and they are all available at ORION
Wholesale. Not only are there silicone
sex toys in the assortment, there are also
three different vibrating ‘Metal Butt Plugs’
that are made out of chrome-plated
metal. The metal butt plugs are therefore
perfect for temperature play. These sex
toys also have a wide base so that they
can be guided easily. The ANOS assortment will be expanded later this year.

Le Désir Queen Size
Beneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands SHOTS’ lingerie brand Le Désir is created
by their in-house designers, made with love
and passion. The brand’s goal is to make
every woman feel sexy and beautiful. Beauty comes in every size and shape and each
14

Le Désir collection reflects that statement.
After the great success of the last Queen
Size collection, SHOTS has decided to
expand their assortment. That’s why from
now on, the complete Le Désir collection is
available in Queen Size as well.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 4 / 2 0 2 2
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NATURAL SPRAY
WOMEN
50ml / 1.66 fl.oz
Art. No. 55023

PHEROMONE
NATURAL SPRAY
MEN
15ml /0.5 fl.oz
Art. No. 55032

PHEROMONES are sexual attractants which
are emitted by humans to attract the opposite sex. Scents to
serve the biochemical communication between living beings.

HOT Productions & Vertriebs GmbH /// Wagrainer Str. 35 /// 4840 Voecklabruck /// AUSTRIA
email: office@hot-dl.com /// fon. +43 7672 72009 /// fax. +43 7672 72009-9
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XR Brands expands LoveBotz line

with Deluxe Pro-Bang Sex Machine
Powerful thrusting machine makes it easy to enjoy mechanical pleasure

Huntington Beach, USA - XR Brands is thrilled to announce that they are now shipping the Deluxe Pro-Bang Sex Machine, a powerful mounted machine with an unrivaled ultra-quiet motor.

T

he Deluxe Pro-Bang Sex Machine is
mounted on a strong and stable base,
keeping it sturdy while the user enjoys four
intense thrusting speeds and seven unique
thrusting patterns. For convenience, this
powerful machine can be enjoyed with a
remote control boasting a 30-foot range.
With 3.5 inches of total stroking length,
up to 285 rotations per minute and an
adjustable thrust angle, the Deluxe ProBang offers a one-of-a-kind experience.
The Deluxe Pro-Bang features a plug-in
design, giving them the power to keep the
thrusting action going all night long. Each
machine comes with a universal dildo adapter that is compatible with a wide variety
of dildos so users can attach their favorite
and go for the ride of their life.

The Deluxe Pro-Bang Sex Machine
comes complete with the machine,
remote control, and dildo adapter, as
well as a 6.5-inch TPE dildo. “Sex machines have become more popular than
ever, and we have steadily been expanding Lovebotz over the years to accommodate demand,” XR Brands President
Rebecca Weinberg said. “These machines feature the ability to change out the
dildos or even change the thrusting angle, which allows users to create a truly
customized experience. Retailers can
easily stock or display these in-demand
machines thanks to Lovebotz’s fully
packaged and merchandised line,
and the Deluxe Pro-Bang is truly
something to be seen.”

New at Tonga: The Power Belt and the Dildo Collection
Axel, The Netherlands - The new dildo
collection from Spain, with the apt name
The Dildo Collection, features dildos in
all shapes and sizes. They are made of
body safe PVC. Each dildo has a suction
cup, most have a scrotum and all have a
veiny shaft, to make them look and feel
like the real thing. Shaft widths vary from
3,7 to 5,0 cm, lengths of the dildos range
from 17,5 till 23,2 cm, so there’s a dildo in
this collection for every preference! They
are compatible with all strap-on system
16

products. The Power Belt that is also a
new product from Mai Attraction matches
wonderfully with the dildo collection. It’s
made of faux leather with nylon straps
that allow for the perfect mix of strength
and comfort in this harness. Therefor the
Power Belt is easy to fit in a comfortable
and natural way and it makes users ready
for action in an instant. The harness is fully adjustable and fits up to 140 cm waists.
It fits all dildos and comes with a strong
stretchable silicone penis ring in the box.
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Share Satisfaction launches New

Zealand’s first range of glass sex toys
Lucent
Wellington, New Zealand - New Zealand sexual wellness brand Share Satisfaction has
launched a range of glass and crystal sex toys under its newest sub-brand Lucent, to
cater to increasing demand for glass sex toys in New Zealand.

S

ales of glass sex toys in the New Zealand sex toy market have increased by
47.59% since 2020, according to data from
Wholesale Solutions, Australasia’s largest
distributor of adult products and the creator
of the Share Satisfaction brand. The Lucent
collection contains 30 gender neutral sex
toys made from borosilicate glass and
crystal that can be warmed up or cooled
down for experimenting with temperature
play. Due to the materials used, Lucent
products are a more environmentally friendly
option, are 100% body-safe and built to last
a lifetime. Taslim Parsons, Share Satisfaction’s Business and Product Development
Manager, said the range was created due to
a gap in the market for beautiful, affordable,
high-quality glass sex toys in New Zealand. “Glass toys are growing in popularity

because their firmness is perfect for internal
massage, and they can be warmed up or
cooled down before use. They’ll also last a
lifetime if you look after them, making them
a more sustainable option.” Taslim said
that while sex toy beginners may gravitate
towards sex toys that pulsate or vibrate,
glass sex toys are the ‘acoustic’ version of
sex toys suited for more experienced users
who are looking to try something different.
“Lucent products are suited for people who
are on a pleasure journey. They are pleasure
seekers of any gender who are looking
to try something new and are wondering
what more there is to explore. They know
their body well and what they like, and
willing to get back to basics and explore the
sensations that temperature play, and rigid,
non-vibrating toys can offer.”

EDC Wholesale introduced left-handed toys
Veendam, The Netherlands - Research
shows only 71% of left-handed people are
sexually satisfied. That means 29% is left
out. Especially for the left-handed community, EDC Wholesale developed two
brand new toys in the PMV20 collection to
make sure no (wo)man is left behind!The
PMV20 collection is expanded with two
new additions: Lirpa and Eno. Lirpa is an
18

ergonomically approved left-handed bullet
vibrator. The unique curves provide the
ultimate grip for left-handed users. The
Eno moves in sync with the left-handed
body. This toy gives left-handed lovers
new worlds to explore. The PMV20 Eno is
designed for women who want to discover
new highlights that are nearly impossible to
achieve with regular toys.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 4 / 2 0 2 2
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For years BIOglide has been
the only CO2-free lubricant
Love for the environment
Hanover, Germany - Making love with BIOglide means making a small contribution to climate protection, because conscious consumer culture can also be lived in the most beautiful
secondary matter in the world.

J

OYDIVISION therefore consciously relies on climate-friendly manufacturing
in Germany. Sustainable action and voluntary commitment to climate protection
cannot always be taken for granted! For
JOYDIVISION it is! BIOglide gives a piece
of habitat back to nature! Unfortunately,
CO2 emissions cannot be completely
avoided in the production of the natural
lubricant, but the carbon dioxide emissions released are compensated for by
the Sumatra Merang Peat Bog Project in
Indonesia. Unavoidable CO2 emissions
for production and transport are offset by
the climate protection project. The Sumatra Merang Peat Bog Project works to
restore peat swamp forest in the Merang
region of Indonesia. The project protects

an area more than 3.5 times the size of
Manhattan. The corridor is one of the
largest and deepest peatlands in South
Sumatra and is home to high biodiversity,
including a variety of critically endangered and endangered species. It is one of
the last remaining peatlands saved from
conversion in the South Sumatra region.
Over the past 30 years, logging, illegal
logging and the expansion of commercial
agriculture have disrupted the water balance and driven the degradation of the
peatland, making it more vulnerable to
fire. Communities in nearby settlements
benefit from improved access to health
care, new employment opportunities
and opportunities for further education
through income-generating activities.

Womanizer launched global GWP

campaign with Lunette

Berlin, Germany - Following the global
Menstrubation Study and Womanizer’s
dedication to become more sustainable,
the premium intimate lifestyle brand is
expanding on their collaboration with
leading period product company Lunette. Since International Women’s Day
on March 8th, 2022, Womanizer offers
a special gift with purchase to their
customers: a Lunette menstrual cup,
20

specifically created for this collaboration,
in three complementing colors (blue, violet
and clear). The cups will be available at
global retail partners of Womanizer. With
this campaign, Lunette and Womanizer
want to bring even more awareness to
the benefits of masturbation while on your
period – providing customers with a great
and sustainable gift, worth 39,99 EUR€,
when buying a Womanizer product.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 4 / 2 0 2 2

FLUTTER EFFECT
FINGER VIBRATOR

FLUTTERING PETALS
PROVIDE SPOT-ON
STIMULATION.

• Delicate and precise vibration in the tip:
it stimulates the clitoris and nipples with
exciting tingling sensations

2202-043

• Powerful, extensive lay-on vibration:
it can be used in various ways for
intimate massages

Extra strong vibrations

Waterproof

USB rechargeable

Travel lock

ORION-WHOLESALE.com
Tel. +49 461 5040-308 · wholesale@orion.de

0598720

• Passionate multi-talent with two
completely different kinds of stimulation
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Tabitha Rayne & Rocks Off

release Ruby Glow Blush
A ride-on wand combo

Edinburgh, Scotland - From Tabitha Rayne and Rocks Off comes the new Ruby Glow Blush.
Consisting of a base unit and detachable wand, the Ruby Glow Blush is made from velvety,
body-safe silicone.

I

t can be straddled and used for handsfree grinding, or removed to use as a
hand-held wand for targeted clitoral,
vaginal or anal stimulation. Dual motors
with deep rumbly vibrations and a remote
control deliver powerful satisfaction. “A
ride-on wand combo that’s right on trend,
the new Ruby Glow Blush offers real versatility,” said toy designer Tabitha Rayne.
“Adaptability and inclusivity in design is
also set to become a huge trend across
Sex Tech and companies, including
Ruby Glow, are trying to broaden the
market for sexual health devices. There

is an expectation from consumers to see
forms that suit a wider range of bodies,
and tech that can be adapted to different
needs. I want people to do what feels
good for them, not what they think they
should or should not do. Having a sex
toy that can change with your mood is a
great thing and can help you explore your
body, opening up sensations you didn’t
know you enjoyed. The Ruby Glow Blush
is proud to be at the vanguard of more
inclusive and versatile pleasure,”
For wholesale inquiries, visit www.therubyglow.com or www.rocks-off.com.

TENGA announces new U.S. and SD Cups
Tokyo, Japan - TENGA Co., Ltd. has
announced two additions to their popular TENGA CUP Series, with the renewal
of their U.S. TENGA CUP series and the
launch of the brand new SD TENGA CUP
series. The CUP Series are popular for their
array of different styles and sensations.
These new additions will join the Standard,
Strong and Gentle varieties of the Original
Vacuum CUP, providing size and strength
variations with the ultra-sized U.S. TENGA
and shallow-depth SD TENGA. The larger
sized U.S. CUP Series is 1.2 times larger
than the standard edition and accommodates those of larger size, but also provides
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much stronger vacuum suction for users
of any size to enjoy. The standard strength
U.S. TENGA Original Vacuum CUP now
has updated internal details, alongside new
Strong and Gentle varieties, giving users the
choice of their desired stimulation strength.
The SD TENGA CUPs are made so the
user can hit the end to enjoy stimulation
from shallow, fast strokes, featuring big,
bulb-shaped internal details at the tip of the
item for direct stimulation when the user hits
the end of the item. The SD TENGA will be
available from launch in three stimulation
strengths of standard (red), strong (black)
and gentle (white).
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• Stimulates vagina and clitoris very discreetly
• With magnet wings for a non-slip fit
• Easily controllable via remote control
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CalExotics and partners celebrate sexuality
and pleasure with community event
Free Vibrator Day
Ontario, USA - CalExotics joined resident sexologist Dr. Jill McDevitt and student-run organization the Feminist Outreach Association, to celebrate sexuality and pleasure with a free
community event.

D

uring the event, appropriately named
Free Vibrator Day, the groups gave
500 vibrators to students and community
members on the San Diego State University (SDSU) campus. The event aimed to
destigmatize masturbation by promoting
pleasure and body positivity. Hundreds of
students and community members lined up
to take part in the event. Nichole Grossmann, Director of Marketing for CalExotics,
says, “Seeing so many people lined up for a
free vibrator is a testament to the work we
are doing. The goal of this event is to help
reduce the shame and stigma around sex,
masturbation and pleasure products, and
I believe we did that and so much more!”
During the event, Dr. Jill talked about the

importance of normalizing masturbation.
“Masturbation is normal, healthy and fun,”
states Dr. Jill. “With open and honest
communication, and vibrators, we can
help reduce the stigma around masturbation, especially for people with vulvas and
vaginas.” In addition to events like Free
Vibrator Day, CalExotics and Dr. Jill continue
to celebrate sexuality and pleasure with fun
and educational resources, including entertaining videos. “At the core of CalExotics,
is a mission to enhance the pleasure in
people’s lives. With the help of Dr. Jill and
the Feminist Outreach Association, Free Vibrator Day enhances that mission and helps
us work towards a world that is more open
and accepting,” adds Grossmann.

INTERNATIONAL DREAMLOVE renews distribution

contract with OBSESSIVE
Alcalá de Guadaira, Spian - DREAMLOVE has been official distributor of
OBSESSIVE in Southern Europe for
four years. During these four years the
turnover of OBSESSIVE in Europe has
multiplied by five times, the companies
stated. Recently, DREAMLOVE and OBSESSIVE have renewed their cooperation.
This alliance of a brand and a distributor
aims to improve communication between
customers and suppliers. “DREAMLOVE
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plays a fundamental role in the sense of
transparency and communication. It is
important and vital that the information
about the brand‘s philosophy is not only
reaching our customers bricks & mortar
stores or web shops, but also that the
 products they are
consumers value the
buying”, a company spokesman says.
OBSESSIVE launches collections on a
monthly base and DREAMLOVE has all
the new collections on stock.
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a high-quality finish
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TENGA FLIP ZERO GRAVITY Series
Coming to Europe in May 2022
Tokyo, Japan - TENGA Co., Ltd. has announced the latest addition to their highly popular
TENGA FLIP ZERO Series - the TENGA FLIP ZERO GRAVITY.

T

he series is comprised of a white and black variant, each with
different internal details and material firmness, both priced at €120.00
RRP. The TENGA FLIP ZERO Series is
TENGA’s best-selling high-end product
series, featuring TENGA’s pioneering
flip-open design for easy lubrication
and hygienic cleaning, with a seamless
insertion point for less lubricant leakage
and strong vacuum suction. The FLIP
ZERO GRAVITY series’ two items will
join the original FLIP ZERO Series, the
FLIP ZERO Electronic Vibration Series,
and the FLIP ZERO Red (featuring a
warming rod), positioned as an alternative style of the original FLIP ZERO
and FLIP ZERO Black. The popular FLIP
ZERO GRAVITY has been reimagined

with internal details with lower elevation.
While the original FLIP ZERO are still
around, TENGA is answering feedback
from users that want to move the item
faster during use. The internal details
of the FLIP ZERO GRAVITY Series are
all just as refined and stimulating as the
original series, but with less elevation,
making the item glide up and down during use. Fans of bold, ribbed stimulation will still be able to enjoy the original
FLIP ZERO items, but the new GRAVITY
series allows users to enjoy an alternate dimension of pleasure, with densely-packed details that provide gliding
stimulation. The FLIP ZERO GRAVITY
will be available in the standard White,
and Stronger Black variants, both with
differing internal details.

DIVERSIA
Alcalá de Guadaira, Spain - In keeping
with the approaching spring, Dreamlove is
launching DIVERSIA. Color and joy is the
top priority here to trigger ‘spring fever’ in
consumers. DIVERSIA stands for sexual
diversity and consists of a range of firm
dildos with flexible shafts, suction cups
and remote control. The designs convince with a realistic texture and different
colors. DIVERSIA offers exciting play for
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two ‘players’ through a remote control to
which two dildos can be connected simultaneously. The company points to the
high quality of its brands and products,
citing its own December 2021 survey of
435 men and women from 25 different
countries. This led to the result that 98%
of respondents had orgasmed with a toy
from Dreamlove. For more information,
contact Dreamlove at info@dreamlove.es
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Enjoy orgasms with new kinds

of stimulating functions!
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THE NEW INNOVATION:
TONGUE STIMULATION
WHILE SITTING DOWN

Licking
function

0553263
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•
•
•
•

7
Warming
function

Vibro-cushion with 2 stimulating waves
Hands-free stimulation of the vagina, clitoris and anus
Licking tongue in 7 modes
Warming function up to 55°C

• Automatic switch-off function
• Easy to use thanks to the remote control
• Waterproof and rechargeable
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TECH

WE LOVE TECHNOLOGY

Technology that can guide and shape our most intimate relationships is on the horizon, with
simulations and robotics amongst them. In the near future, artiﬁcial intelligence, augmented
reality, wearables, and digital environments will also change the way we meet, interact, and manage
our relationships.

SHARE OUR LOVE APRIL 11 - MAY 13
Scan the QR-CODE and visit our special SEX TECH website now! It’s PACKED
WITH INFO, DISCOUNTS AND PROMOTIONS relevant to all our favorite High
Tech Sex Toys on the market.

F E A T U R E

Knowledge is power
Doe s se x e d u c a ti o n ge n e r a te s a l e s f o r r e ta i lers?

Yes
Matthias Johnson,
editor in chief

Sex education is more
important and more popular
than ever. During the coronavirus pandemic, interest in
sexual wellbeing and sexual
health has skyrocketed, and
content relating to these
topics has been in high
demand. Obviously, the internet is the primary source
for this kind of information.
But could sexual wellness
education also be an opportunity for the retail trade.
Should bricks-and-mortar
retailers and online shops
jump on the bandwagon?
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Who among us can claim to be fully and
wholly educated on every last detail of
human sexuality? Answers to this
question may vary just as the level of
sexual education varies from person to
person, and there are countless factors
that play into this. There is definitely more
to learn and more to know about sexuality
for most of us, and one of the less
harmful things that the Covid pandemic
has done was highlight this interest. And
not just interest - better yet, people seem
to be more willing and ready to talk openly
about sexuality. So, is this of any
relevance to retailers? And if so, what kind
of relevance does it have? Well, in my
opinion, it is quite obvious: You have
consumers out there who are curious to
learn about topics that were considered
tricky or awkward or avoided altogether
just a few years ago. Sure, not every
customer wants to be educated by the
sales staff, and you need a certain level of
expert knowledge to be able to dish out
profound and, more importantly, helpful
advice, but I would argue that this kind of
advice could very well result in bigger
sales. Some consumers have set out on a
journey of personal discovery and seek to
reach a new level of sexual self-

awareness. Others may not have such
high-minded goals; they are simply not
aware of the possibilities and pleasures
our market and its products hold. Both
groups will be open to sexual advice
offered by an experienced salesperson as
long as it helps them satisfy their wishes
and needs. That’s something to consider.
As we all know: Educating people about
sexual wellness is good - making a sale is
not too shabby either.
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No
If you‘ve read my writing, which heavily
emphasize the importance of sex education,
you‘re likely puzzled as to how I wound up
defending the ‚no‘ portion of this month‘s
column. But I‘ve realized something while
working behind-the-scenes for sex toy
businesses; something I probably shouldn‘t
admit, lest I lose customers – or face. Well,
here goes nothing! You don‘t need sex
education to sell sex toys. You do need
interesting and accurate content: social
media, marketing blogs/articles, and affiliations with influencers that consumers trust.
Not every company can afford to hire a
certified, formally educated pro to hype their
Instagram page. So what can you sell if it‘s
not technically sex education? There‘s plenty
of sex toy-related content you can create
that‘s fun to view and ups your SEO.
Sexuality is extremely personal, and anecdotal content can often reach beyond cookie-cutter, sex-ed advice. One of my mostread marketing articles for a retailer is a blog
about feeling sexy at the Burning Man
festival. Similarly, lots of folks don‘t want to
read a sex-ed blog that‘s written like a PhD
thesis. You can get just as far, or further, with
lighter blog topics like ‚5 Tantalizing Vibrators
for a Solo Friday Night,‘ ‚The Best Couples
Toys from We-Vibe,‘ or ‚Date Night Ideas for
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New Couples.‘
Is this fluffy stuff ‚sex-ed‘? Eh, not
really. But people read it just as
often, and sometimes more, than
drawn-out, scientific musings on
anatomy and libido. However, note
that I said you don‘t need straight-up sex education. I never said
that it can‘t be extremely beneficial. In fact, you should connect with
a sex educator to further your
brand if you can. Our industry
proves it pays off. But in my
professional experience, you don‘t
absolutely, 100% need formally
educated sex experts, medical
doctors, or sex therapists on your
pay roll to produce quality content
that draws in, informs, and excites
consumers into purchasing.

Colleen Godin,
EAN U.S. correspondent

C O L U M N

The Competitive Advantage: Own

the conversation, not the community
A c o l u m n by Do minnique Ka retso s
Last month we discussed how Collaborative Commerce will have brands
vying to work with their competitors.
This month Dominnique Karetsos,
CEO of Healthy Pleasure Group, discusses the importance of integrating
education into community spaces to
capture customers and develop brand
advocates.
By definition, a ‚community‘ is when
groups of people gravitate together
because they share similar conditions
or have certain attitudes and interests in
common. In the world of Sexual Health &
Technology, we’ve seen many communities being born into the digital landscape,
despite the censorship challenges they
face. Now, with the understanding that
they can provide a rich mine for research
& insights, sales and innovation, almost
every brand in our space strives to have
their own community.
Some brands buy them, others try to
build their own from word of mouth, most
have two key things in common: Firstly,
community members’ level of awareness
is low, just because they are part of a
brand’s community doesn’t yet mean they
are a customer. Secondly, a conversation
needs to happen. Be it between community members, or between the brand
and its community of potential customers.
No one wakes up and decides that they
need your brand of vibrator, your brand
of period pants, your Erectile Dysfunction
telehealth service. Customers need a
32
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conversation and this conversation has a very
important name. At Healthy Pleasure Group
we call it education, to the rest of the world it is
called content.
To convert communities into customers, brands
need to integrate education into their community spaces. The conversations you have with
your customers must invite them in, guide them
and, with relevant education, nurture them
from your community to your customer and
eventually to your brand advocate. Brands will
see growth when their community leads from
the front, their customer is the hero and their
product or service simply fulfils the promise
they have made to their customers.
‘But we have streams of content,’ I hear you
say, ‘blogs, Instagram Lives, TikToks, FAQ’s!’
So does every other brand. Is your content
authentic, informative and expertly endorsed?
Is what you’re saying in your content both
proven and true to your individual brand voice?
Where a brand that tackles the symptoms of
menopause may need to be considered and
empathetic; a glow in the dark lubricant can
be fun, cheeky and playful. Most importantly
are the conversations you’re having with your
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community relevant and do you share their
attitude? Have you considered what brings
your community together and what they want
to learn to keep them engaging with you? All in
all, is your brand truly owning the conversation
or simply spewing click bait titles far and wide
in the hope that someone will click and buy?
One brand that has successfully built a community of customers and advocates is MysteryVibe. It developed a shared topic around ‘how
to bring desire back into a 30 year partnership
with a vibrator’. The theme can be experienced
through multiple touch points from the brand’s
UX to its FAQ’s to its press outreach. Why did
they choose this topic to become an integral
education piece? Because their community
of 40+ married customers told them to and
MysteryVibe listened.
Like any relationship it takes time. The most
expensive mistake brands make is to plan for
one catchy campaign title, sales promo or blog
to convert their community into customers
who will forever be their advocate. Nurturing
a community takes time and focus. Take your
future customer on a journey from awareness
to advocate through education and heart.

F E A T U R E

#FemaleMasturbation
W h y p j u r i s ba cking f ema le ma sturba tio n th is sp ring

#FEMALEMASTURBATION

In 2021, pjur launched
the campaign ‘Normalize Lube’ with the aim of
normalizing the use of personal lubricants. In spring
2022, pjur is taking steps
to break yet another taboo:
female masturbation. The
campaign includes insights
from the pjur&yourself
survey that pjur conducted
in 2021. The online campaign goes live early April,
predominantly on social
media.

With its latest campaign topic #femalemasturbation, pjur is addressing another
taboo which mostly affects women. Very
little is said (in public) about female masturbation, so pjur decided to check in with
women who masturbate. The survey pjur
& yourself sums up the results and wants
to encourage more open discussion about
masturbation.
Six facts (Source: pjur & yourself, survey
about masturbation, conducted in 2021)
that deserve more attention:
1) 63% of women masturbate 2-4 times
every week. This demonstrates that
women who masturbate do so regularly,
and it is definitely not a “minority activi
ty” (any more). Yet another reason why it
shouldn’t be taboo to talk about it.
2) Women like to do it using their hands,
toys and a lot of personal lubricant.
When women are asked how they mas
turbate, those are the three most com
mon answers: with their hands, toys and
personal lubricant. Several said that per
sonal lubricant helped them to orgasm.
3) Getting to know their own body and their
own desire is just one of the reasons
women masturbate. Orgasms are also
the number one reason women mas
turbate.
4) Being in a relationship is not a reason for
not pleasuring yourself. It became clear
that whether or not someone mastur
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bated was not related to their relationship
status. Masturbation is primarily a part of
our relationship with ourselves, and part
of our own, lived sexuality. It is not
replaced by sexual activities with other
people.
5) Women most frequently masturbate
in the bedroom, under the shower or in
the lounge. Women don’t want to restrict
themselves to one location, so there’s no
clear winner. A change every now and
then is a good thing.
6) 68% of women prefer pjur WOMAN
Aloe for masturbation. In a practical
test, the consistency of the water-based
personal lubricant and its compatibility
with sex toys were mentioned, and it
was chosen as the preferred formula by
more than two thirds of testers.
About ‘Female Masturbation’: The
#NormalizeLube campaign launched
in 2021 has been extended to cover
female masturbation. It aims to break
taboos and normalise conversations about
masturbation and personal lubricants. To
create space for an open conversation
about our own needs, and to motivate
people to take responsibility for their own
sex lives. Finally, to call people to confidently use personal lubricant as a partner
for a more fulfilled sex life. Because it
should be possible to give masturbation
and personal lubricants a place in your
love life, without prejudice.
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I think the people who need to worry the

most are the companies who are not innovating
Br i an Sl o an ta l k s th e s ta te o f th e s e x to y ma rket in sp ring o f 2022
Many predicted growth
and success for the sex
toy market once we were
done with the coronavirus
pandemic. But now, reality
has stepped in and several
external factors – inflation,
rising cost of living, war in
Ukraine with all its ramifications – have dampened
these prospects. Could
there even be grounds for
pessimism at this point
or will the sex toy market
once again prove that
it is crisis-proof? EAN
discussed this question
with Brian Sloan, founder
and head of the Autoblow
brand.

Brian Sloan, CEO
of Very Intelligent
Ecommerce Inc. and
creator of Autoblow

During the corona crisis, predictions were
made that the sexual wellness market was
in for a golden age with impressive growth
figures. Was this forecast too optimistic or
do we all just have to be a little patient?
Brian Sloan: It’s hard to know what the
sales have been for any company except
for mine. Growth doesn’t happen all at
once; it happens in bursts, and we cannot
deny the prolonged burst of sales that
COVID provided to almost all of us. Covid
lockdowns brought millions of new buyers
into the market and they will slowly begin to
grow bored of their first purchases and buy
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their second and third and so on. I never
thought we would enter a golden age, but
I do think the market clearly reached a new
and higher level of normal, at least as far as
I’ve seen from our own Autoblow sales.

Where has the euphoria gone that we talked about so much over the last two years
in light of the strong demand for sex toys
and the equally increased interest in sexual
wellness? Has ‘normalcy’ taken over again?
Brian: I think it really depends on what
companies make and how they sell it.
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There are many new channels opening up in our
industry, including direct B2C, non-adult retailers,
social media influencers, and others. The demand
is there but I think many companies are not fluent
in the language of selling to the consumers in the
places they now hang out, online and offline. So,
it’s only normal now if you don’t know where the
new customers are. If you know how to reach
them, it’s fantastic.

We are now in the post-Covid phase. How would
you describe the current state of our market?
Brian: Many people are actually still mired in the
corona phase, particularly in Democratic run cities
in the United States. People are certainly spending money very freely on things that bring them
pleasure, so I think we are still in a growth period.
And the next time there’s a spike in cases, certain
people will lock themselves down again and buy
more sex toys. It’s sad but true.

From crisis to crisis: after the pandemic, consumers have had to deal with rising inflation and
exploding costs of living for some time. Are these
factors choking off the consumer climate and
posing a threat to the growth of our market?
Brian: I have been in this industry for 13 years and
I’ve never seen a crisis yet - financial, medical, or
otherwise - where buying more sex toys was not
a panacea for many consumers. Our products,
for a relatively low price, make people feel happier
and I do not see that changing even with all of the
current global problems. In times of inflation, adult
products offer a very good value to consumers.
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There are more than a few who claim that our
market is crisis-proof because consumers don’t
want to give up the ‘small and affordable pleasures’ even in difficult times. Do you share this
view of things?
Brian: I think we can only look to our past experiences, for example the last big financial crisis, and
we came through with high sales. I do not have
any reasons to think this next one will be different.

There is a war going on in Europe. Russia has
invaded Ukraine and the effects on the global
economy are already becoming apparent. All
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growth forecasts are being corrected, stock
markets have plummeted, prices for oil and
natural gas are skyrocketing... in the long run, it
doesn’t look very optimistic. Will our market have
to say goodbye to expansion and growth for the
next few years?
Brian: I have said this a few other times in this
publication – I think the people who need to
worry the most are the companies who are not
innovating. Consumers will still spend money,
even in uncertain times, but they want interesting
products with new functionality that feel ‘cool’ to
own. The companies that make those products
will thrive, but the majority of companies who
compete with commodity type products will
have a tougher time.

Russia has been hit with tough economic
sanctions for its invasion of Ukraine.
Will the effects of this be felt directly in
the international sex toy market?
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Brian: I’ve consulted with our main supplier on
this and they told me no. I was concerned for
example if Russia was a major supplier of plastic
pellets, etc, but they said it is not an issue. It is
hard to see where the issue will affect our industry, other than to companies that have significant
sales into Russia. Obviously, companies who do
significant business there will probably no longer
be able to do business easily in the country for
the foreseeable future.

Given everything we’ve discussed, where
do you see our market in five or ten years?
Brian: There is a wave of consolidation
starting already, as private equity companies
have become aware of the profitability of
our industry and have managed to find
investors who accept investing into ‘sin’
industries like ours. In 5-10 years, I see 3-4
conglomerates getting at least half of all
sales of sex toys globally.
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It was literally overwhelming
‚ Se x, My t hs a n d th e M e n o p a u s e ‘ - J o D i v i n e w a s f ea tured in a B ritish TV do cumenta ry

Samantha and Paul
Evans, the founders
and managers of Jo
Divine

In this interview, Samantha and Paul Evans, the founders of online
shop www.jodivine.com, tell us about ‚Sex, Myths and the Menopause‘, a British TV documentary to which they contributed and
which, upon airing, had a very positive effect on their business.
So, if you had any doubts that coverage in the traditional media
can still pay off, even in times of social media, then Samantha’s
and Paul’s story, which they kindly shared with EAN, will prove
most enlightening.
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Why were you invited to appear in the
TV documentary ‚Sex, Myths and the
Menopause‘?
Samantha Evans: I was invited to
feature on the programme as a result
of my reputation as the co-founder of
Jo Divine, as a former nurse and sexual
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health and pleasure expert, the numerous
in-depth practical articles I have written
and the talks I have given about enjoying
great sex during menopause and beyond.
We help so many people going through
the menopause (whether that is a natural or
early menopause, a medical or surgical menopause as a result of cancer treatment or
other health reasons) and their partners
to find ways to enjoy good sexual health
and pleasurable sex. I also work with so
many of the leading menopause experts
featured, too. I give advice on the phone,
by email and DM.

We are 51% of the population, everyone with
female reproductive organs will go through
menopause, not everyone will require HRT, not
everyone can take it or wishes to use it; however, many people are denied HRT. If your testes
are removed you will be given testosterone,
if your thyroid is removed, you will be given
thyroxine, if your ovaries are removed or cease
to function as you do through menopause,
you need HRT, yet this is not freely prescribed.
Many people are offered antidepressants despite them not being first line treatment

The programme was hosted by Davina McCall.
Davina is a well-known TV personality in the
UK, is that right?

What do we need to know about the
documentary, which was shown on
Britain’s Channel 4 in May of last year?
Samantha: This was a ground-breaking
documentary featuring a leading and wellknown TV celebrity who talked honestly
about her own menopause journey from
brain fog, worrying about losing her job in
an industry that only wants women to stay
young, and her own experience of vaginal
dryness. It exposed the struggle many people
face when trying to access menopause care
in the UK (it is an issue worldwide) because
of the lack of training for doctors and the
myths and that surround HRT, including the
misinformation given by doctors and other
healthcare professionals and in the boxes of
local oestrogen. It also exposed the supplement industry targeting the menopause
community with products we simply do
not need and are ineffective.
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Paul Evans: Yes, Davina is a very well-known
personality in the UK. She first appeared
on MTV back on the early 90s, moving to
mainstream TV not long after and has been
presenting mainstream Saturday night TV since
1998. She was the face of Big Brother for a
decade and is still on mainstream Saturday
night television.
She also became synonymous with health and
fitness. She came early to the fitness DVDs,
producing her own since early 2000s and has
her own line of fitness products.

Was ‚Sex, Myths and the Menopause‘ her first
involvement with sex education?
Paul: As far as we know, she has not been
directly involved with any form of sex-ed. The
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Samantha (right side)
in a conversation with
Davina McCall

great thing about Davina is she has thrown
herself whole-heartedly into this project, even
down to answering followers’ queries on
social media and directing people to those
with knowledge (including Samantha and Jo
Divine).

product information on the phone, by email
and DMs. We had so many incredible conversations, not just with people gouging through
the menopause but their partners and people
who were curious about our sex toys, lubricants, and vaginal moisturisers.

What was the response to the documentary?

What parts of the documentary did to contribute to? Where was your expertise needed?

Samantha: The response was overwhelming
and has led to a menopause revolution in the
UK with people going to their doctor to talk
about their symptoms, ask for HRT and local
oestrogen to be prescribed and to explore
alternatives. It has led to reading of bills in
parliament and more workplaces offering
menopause training and support. The Menopause Charity has been set up, offering free
training to healthcare professionals across
the world as well as raising money to fund a
menopause hotline.
Unfortunately, HRT manufacturers have
struggled to keep up with demand as more
people have been prescribed HRT, and we
have been experiencing shortages across the
UK.
We were inundated with orders online and
on the phone and requests for advice and
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Samantha: Although menopause is being
talked about, very few people talk about sex.
A survey by the British Menopause Society
(2017) found that 51% of women said sex
is off the menu due to menopausal sexual
symptoms. These can include vaginal dryness, vaginal atrophy, vaginal tightness, all
of which can cause painful sex, decreased
libido, decreased sexual sensation and body
confidence. Vaginal dryness is a huge problem because the depleting oestrogen levels
impact upon the tissues of the vagina, vulva,
urethra and bladder, making the vagina feel
less well lubricated, sore during penetrative
sex, and you become more prone to thrush,
bacterial vaginosis, cystitis and urinary tract
infections. The tissues of the vulva and vagina can shrink, making penetrative sex feel
painful, and people also experience decreased sexual sensation.
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The documentary
got a lot of attention,
sparking conversations
about the topic of
menopause across the
country

Menopause is on trend and many brands have
jumped on this bandwagon, selling intimate
products. However, the vast majority of sexual
lubricants and vaginal moisturisers contain
many poor ingredients which cause irritation
and even thrush, exacerbate vaginal dryness
because they are hyperosmotic and draw
moisture out of the walls of the vagina and also
mask other genital skin issue such as Lichens
Sclerosus that require topical steroids.
Many people grab the cheapest lube from the
shelf in the pharmacy or supermarket without
a thought to the ingredients, then they find it
stings, burns, causes itching or thrush, so it
puts them off using sexual lubricants and vaginal moisturisers.
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I gave my expert advice about the importance
of having an intimate regime which include using
local oestrogen, irritant free vaginal moisturisers
and sexual lubricants like YES organic lubricants
and Sutil Luxe and only washing your vulva with
water. We chatted about why orgasms are so
important in promoting good intimate health and
feel amazing. I talked about how sonic wave
products have transformed orgasms everywhere.
I showed the LELO SONA 2 and described it as
the Game Changer

Of course, the question must be asked whether
the great attention in the media has been reflected in the number of visitors to your online store
or even in sales figures?
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red on the show, along with our lubes, but
we didn’t anticipate the volume we’d sell.
We’d had a chat with LELO and had what
we thought was plenty of Sona 2s sent over,
Unfortunately, we sold them all in 30 minutes.
Our shop was cleaned out and we turned
over a whole month’s revenue in just 1 hour
and in the 4 weeks following the show we
took a full year’s worth of revenue. At one
terrifying stage we had 1,000 orders waiting
for stock.

Paul: It was literally overwhelming. For a
small company like ours, the effects of national TV exposure cannot be underestimated
and if you are ever lucky enough to have a
similar opportunity, all we can say is: Be prepared and make sure you’ve got everything
sorted.
The filming happened in December 2020, but
it wasn’t aired until May 2021. I remember
thinking ‚I’d better get my website sorted‘
- back in 2020, I was using proprietary software written and maintained by myself and
I switched to Shopify in January 2021. Even
then, only the week before the programme
aired, I decided I hated my store theme and
decided to replace it - but all the burning of
the midnight oil was worth it - when the rush
came, it wasn’t going to fall over. This is what
the spike on the website looked like once
Samantha appeared on the show (this is an
hourly graph of visitors).
The biggest problem was stock - we knew
the LELO Sona 2 had been strongly featu48

But thanks to our suppliers, packers and
some very early mornings and late nights,
we got through it, with very few complaints
or cancellations from our customers. A particular shout-out to LELO who really did their
upmost to help us - especially when a huge
‚rush‘ shipment made its way from Croatia
to the UK in rapid time, but the local couriers
couldn’t be bothered to actually deliver it to
our warehouse!
Our customers were very understanding most realised we were a small company, but
they were willing to give us the benefit of the
doubt. Just keep telling people what is happening and they’ll likely stay on your side.

How long did this ‚boom‘ last and what measures did you take to turn the new customers
into regular and loyal customers?
Paul: The initial ‚boom‘ lasted about six
weeks - the programme is available on catchup so we are still getting business from it.
We are still undoubtedly benefiting from it. Our
revenue is up, and our old print advertising
budget is down, so profit margins are much
better. The association with such a high-profile
programme has been very positive.
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We just tried to capture as many email
addresses as we could, ensure that people
knew where to find us on social media, and
tried to write engaging newsletters and social
media posts.
It is also important to have products that
people can only find on your site - we have
some exclusive products and we have just
created our first Jo Divine branded product.

Given the impact of the documentary on your
business, would you say it is worthwhile for
e-commerce companies to use traditional
media and not just rely on online marketing?
Paul: After the broadcast, we re-engaged our
occasional PR and they managed to get us
coverage in the UK press on the back of the
programme.
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Traditional media is still hugely popular. We
don’t pay for advertising on TV or radio, but
when we have been featured it has always
been very positive. But the reason why we
are actually featured is due to the profile that
Jo Divine and Samantha have grown, largely
through Twitter and Instagram. If it hadn’t
been for those platforms, we wouldn’t have
had the profile to have been contacted in the
first place.
But traditional media have to have a reason
to feature you, and you should be aware that
often their reasons for wanting to feature your
company or spokesperson may be to create
controversy, rather than for a positive reason.
We were very lucky to have been featured
on such a positive programme, with a top
celebrity who really cared about the issues
being talked about. You may not be so lucky,
so treat media exposure with care.
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Our sex toys are currently the only

ones certified with the Vegan Trademark
Vib io d e m o n s tr a te s p i o n e e r i n g s p i r i t
From day one, Alma
Ramírez Acosta and Patricia Cervantes Santana
knew that the products
in their new brand, Vibio
(www.vibiostore.com),
had to be vegan. Now,
the Vegan Society has
officially confirmed that
all the Vibio vibrators and
lubricants are worthy of
the Vegan trademark. The
long certification process
and the benefits of going
through with it are the
main topics of our interview with Vibio co-founder
Alma Ramírez Acosta.

The founders of
Vibio: Alma Ramirez
Acosta and Patricia
Cervantes Santana

Congratulations on getting the Vegan
Trademark by the Vegan Society.
What does this step mean for you as
a company?
Alma Ramírez Acosta: Our sex toys are
currently the only ones certified with the
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Vegan Trademark and our lubes among
rank among only 12 lubricants registered
so far, so we can pride ourselves on
being pioneers of change in our space,
with the aim being to entice more brands
to rethink how they manufacture sexual
wellness products.
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The Vibio products
are the world’s first
sex toys to bear the
Vegan trademark

When did you get the idea to have your products certified with the Vegan trademark and
why was this matter so important to you?

was essential that our products be accessible
to the vegan community as well.

Alma: When we founded Vibio, we made it part
of our core values to keep our catalogue all-vegan, so when we finished our first production run,
one of the first things we did was contact the
Vegan Society to start the certification process.

Is it true that your products are the first sex
toys worldwide to carry the Vegan trademark?

Patricia Cervantes Santana: We’re firm
believers in the power of tech when it comes
to creating change and positive impact in the
world, and we wanted to apply this to the
sexual wellness space. Our mission has always
been to create an inclusive brand that would
not only make tools to explore sexuality but
combine them with content to guide people on
their sexual journey. Being a vegan myself, it
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Alma: Yes! Both the Vegan Society and we
ourselves are extremely proud of this accomplishment.

Vegan Sex Toys - this may sound strange
to some people because they are electronic
products. Where do animal products come into
play here?
Alma: A lot of lubricants, toys, and even condoms can contain animal derivatives, such as
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The Vibio lubes have
also passed muster
in the Vegan Society
certification process

certain enzymes, animal skin, and beeswax, or
they may have been tested on animals. Having
formulated and manufactured all our products
free from animal ingredients and testing, we
prove that change is possible and encourage
other brands to follow a more ethical path
when designing their products.

Both of your lubricants are certified and also
carry the Vegan trademark. Where do the
dangers lurk with lubes when we talk about
the use of animal products?
Alma: There is no need to include any animal
derived ingredients in any sexual wellness products, so it’s not necessarily that it’s dangerous
for us but that it adds a strain on the animal
and vegan community that can be
easily avoided.
How should we imagine the certification process? How complicated is it and what requirements do you products have to meet?
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Alma: It was a very thorough process that
lasted around two months. We had to list all
the processes, electronics, and ingredients
used in our products and the Vegan Society
conducted research on these brands and
manufacturing methods. When you work with
factories and other third parties it is easy to turn
a blind eye to what they are including in your
products. These certification processes test
your knowledge and control over them
as a brand.

Vegan sex toys, sustainable sex toys,
recyclable packaging... is this a trend that
will increasingly influence the sex toy market
in the future?
Alma: We believe so! Brands across
industries are becoming more conscious
of their impact on the world and change is
always bigger when it comes from the top
of the funnel as opposed to waiting for
customers to lead it.
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With a new dynamic to produce a more sensual
and pleasurable auto-eroticism for women.
The realistic tongue-like stimulation brings an
all-new meaning to masturbation.
Erasing the need for stimulation through standardized rod-like dildos,
and bringing a new pocket-sized suction stimulation to the mix.
Breaking the old, and bringing the new is what Tracy’s Dog strives to do,
and has succeeded in doing for this surprising new trend.

Produces enhanced suction stimulation to the clitoris
Constructed with body-safe materials
Waterproof
Adorable and fun demeanor for all 2 products
Guarantees high and intense satisfaction
Easy to use and easy to clean
Consists of well-documented research to bring the
most desirable treats out of a sex toy

DucKing
Mr. Duckie
36.99$ 26.99$

34.99$

www.tracysdog.com
www.tracysdog.eu
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People are looking forward to travelling over to Tonga

BV and meet up again in person just as much as we do!
Tong a‘s M as te r Cl a s s 2 0 2 2 w i l l ta k e p l a c e o n Ma y 12-13 in th e tried a nd true f o rma t

Melanie de Jonge,
CEO of Tonga BV

For two long years, personal contact with clients
and business partners was only possible in a very limited way or in digital
form. That was a big problem, not
just for the organisers of big trade
shows but also for wholesalers
and distributors who had their
own customer events and
in-house shows. Consequently,
Tonga BV are more than happy
to announce that their MasterClass
event will take place in its usual
format in 2022. In our interview, Melanie de Jonge,
head of Tonga BV, talks
about the relief or
returning to normalcy
and the positive response from Tonga’s
business partners,
who are impatiently
awaiting this in-person get together at
Tonga headquarters
in May.
How happy and
relieved are you that
your next MasterClass will be held in the
traditional format - i.e.
with customers at your
premises - and not just on
a screen?
Melanie de Jonge: You can’t
imagine how delighted we are
that our MasterClass 2022
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can take place in the traditional format.
From its origins, the MasterClass has always been a live event that took place here
at Tonga. In 2020, we had to cancel the
event because of the Covid-19 pandemic.
Last year, we really wanted this meeting
with our customers through MasterClass.
It had simply been too long that we’d met
each other. Therefore, we decided to do the
MasterClass online - we turned our office
into a life studio and had our meetings and
presentations via Zoom. Even though last
years’ Virtual Masterclass turned out to be
a success, we did miss the opportunity to
mingle, chat with people ‘in the hallways’,
the dinners, and the fun that comes with
a live event. We are looking forward to
welcoming our business partners to the
Netherlands to enjoy a 2-day event where
they will get product information and where
they can meet and greet and talk business,
all in a relaxed atmosphere.

What was the reaction of your customers to
this decision?
Melanie: People are looking forward to
travelling over to Tonga BV and meet up
again in person just as much as we do! It’s
always a relaxed befriended atmosphere
with lots of fun and entertainment. We get
phone calls from enthusiastic people in our
network every day - asking if it’s already
possible to register. Though we also hear
there are some customers and suppliers for
whom it’s still hard to travel to the Netherlands, due to different restrictions.
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For those who don’t know about your MasterClass, how would you describe the event? What
are its main pillars? Why is it worth the trip?

Tonga’s MasterClass
2022 will take place
on May 12 and 13

Melanie: The Masterclass is always a 2-day
event that includes 3 hotel nights plus dinners
and fun activities in the evenings. During the
daytime, Tonga’s sales reps and the reps of our
suppliers are giving product presentations for
small groups of customers in a ‘speed-dating’
setting, with each presentation being about half
an hour where suppliers will show, explain, and
demonstrate their innovative products. The overall
atmosphere during the MasterClass is informal
and relaxed. There’s a lot to learn about brands,
labels, and products and also about upcoming
product releases. At the same time, there is the
opportunity to meet other people from the industry and catch up with business acquaintances in
an informal environment.

In a press release, you announced that this year’s
MasterClass will follow the same format as your
events prior to the pandemic. What exactly can
attendees expect this May?
Melanie: Arrival will be on Wednesday evening
(May 11th) so attendees can check into the hotel
and get settled. Suppliers have time to set up
their presentation area at the event location. The
next day, attendees will be picked up from the
hotel in Antwerp to travel to Tonga BV in Axel (The
Netherlands) by coach. The Masterclass sessions
take place on a predefined schedule with breaks
for meals, chatting, and drinks, and we organize
an entertaining programme for the evening. After
that, people are brought back to the hotel. The
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2nd day has the same kind of set up. When the
event is over, participants can stay at the hotel
in Antwerp at their own expense. After all, the
beautiful historic cities of Belgium are ideal for a
memorable city trip.

Can you already tell us which of your suppliers
will be on hand in May to talk to your customers
about new brands and products?
Melanie: We’ve just started registration for
the event. In the first week, we’ve already had
confirmations from brands like Blush, Evolved,
Wicked Sensual Care, NS Novelties, Clandestine, Satisfyer, Penthouse, Kheper Games, Maï
Attraction, Ruf, Shunga, Le Wand, b-Vibe, and
Cowgirl. An impressive list already, and we expect
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Apart from the
business aspect,
personal exchange
and socialising will
be a big priority

to add many more great brands to this list in the
coming weeks. From Tonga, you can expect
information about our Guilty Pleasure lingerie
and clothing label and about all the great new
Dream Toys items as we are adding new toys
to existing collections and new labels under the
Dream Toys banner all the time.

Apart from the business side of things, the social
element of getting together and chatting is also
high on the priority list. What can you tell us
about your entertainment programme?
Melanie: Actually, there is a lot we could tell you
about the entertainment aspects of our programme but we want to keep it a surprise for the
participants. When this edition of EAN Magazine
comes out, it’ll still be four or five weeks before
the event. The only thing I can reveal is that no
one will feel bored at any time during the event.
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The anticipation of meeting in person again is
great, no matter which events and trade shows
you talk about. So, were the digital events
of the last two years really just a temporary
solution?
Melanie: That depends. Last year’s virtual
MasterClass was indeed a tactical solution for a
situation we could not possibly have anticipated before. At the same time, it was us experimenting with new means of communication so
we would still be able to meet people. It turned
out well, it was very informative, and we still
had a good laugh every now and then. Still, it
lacked all the additional value - the atmosphere
and opportunities that a live event offers. For
customers, for suppliers, and for us here at
Tonga as well. We’re back to the usual style.
But we are always looking for other ways to
communicate and be in touch with our customers throughout the entire year.
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The dildo is where it all started!
F U N FA C TO RY l a u n c h e s n e w p r o m o ti o n s f o r b2b clients
The focus of FUN FACTORY’s new ‚No Vibration – Hot Sensation‘
promotion rests firmly on the company’s best-selling dildos. Those
include AMOR, which is now also available in a special ‚Amor Pride Edition.‘ To learn more about these special treats, EAN asked
Sjoerd Pereira, Head of Sales at FUN FACTORY, for an interview.

All about the dildos - would that be an
appropriate description of our March lineup?
Sjoerd Pereira: Dildos are a big, important
part of our product range and rank among
the most popular sex toys all over the
world. It is a category that just keeps growing, and with innovative products such
as BOUNCER or LIMBA FLEX or SHARE,
there can be no doubt that dildos are and
remain to be exciting options for singles
and couples.

Are we seeing something like a dildo
renaissance right now?
Sjoerd Pereira,
Head of Sales FUN
FACTORY

Sjoerd: The dildo is where it all started!
For FUN FACTORY, it was the Pinguin Dildo, but the very first stone dildo, or rather
stone phallus, was created thousands of
years ago. You could argue that dildos are
nearly as old as humankind.
As far as shapes and functionality are
concerned, dildos have undergone
an evolutionary process that continues until today. The products
we present right now are proof
of that - as is the other new dildo
that we are going to launch later
this year.

Your latest promotion, ‚No
Vibration – Hot Sensation‘, also
revolves around dildos. Please,
tell us more.
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Sjoerd: We put the focus of this promotion on all
the products that don’t need motors or other complex technical elements in order to provide pleasure. They are about having a good time with yourself
and/or your partner - and the dildo, of course.
Sometimes, focusing on the basics can give wings
to your imagination and broaden your horizon, and
that’s also true when it comes to sex toys.

Sjoerd: There had already been an AMOR Pride
Edition in previous years, but it was always produced to order. Demand has gotten pretty big
and we felt it was time to really shine a spotlight
on this top-seller with a limited special edition.
We have even created a new packaging design,
and the toy also includes our popular ‚Game
inside‘ bonus.

So, are all of your dildos Hot Sensations or do
you highlight a selection of products?

What can you tell us about the features of
the ‚Amor Pride Edition?‘ Apart from the
colour variation, what are the bis selling
points of this dildo?

Sjoerd: We highlight our topsellers in the dildo
category: AMOR, MAGNUM, BOUNCER, THE
BOSS, SHARE, and the two LIMBA FLEX
products. On top of that, we offer a dildo deal by
throwing in a TOYBAG or a TOYFLUID.

Your dildo AMOR is now also available in a limited
‚Amor Pride Edition.‘ How did this special edition
come about?
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Sjoerd: AMOR has the ideal size for varied
and satisfying play, and the extra thin base fits
perfectly into any harness. The light curvature
makes the toy perfect for G spot or P spot
massages. Thanks to the suction effect, you can
also place the dildo on any smooth surface and
enjoy an incredible experience! And on top of all
that, there’s the rainbow flag motif, of course.
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‚No Vibraion – Hot Sensation‘ was introduced
in March, and your ‚Amor Pride Edition‘ also
became available for pre-order that month. How
long will these special treats be available?
Sjoerd: Orders for the AMOR PRIDE EDITION
will be shipped at the beginning of May, so keep
those pre-orders coming. We generally map out
our promotions in a way that benefits retailers.
They should be able to use them when it best
suits them. So, if you want to start a dildo push
in September, you can do that, no problem. You
want to do it now? We are here for you. And if
you have questions about campaigns or promotions, you can always get in touch with your
contact at our sales team. Together, we’ll find a
solution that works for you.
What are your plans for the upcoming months?
What can your customers look forward to?
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Sjoerd: As mentioned before, there will be a big
new addition to the dildo category, and we also
have some really sexy new products in the pipeline beyond that. Given the global developments,
we are focusing on other things right now, and
we are trying to help any way we can. Among
other things, we have decided to sell the Delfin
dildo in our online shop and donate all the money
it generates.
Of course, we will still announce the winners of
our 25 years of FUN FACTORY campaign, however it will be a smaller, more subdued affair than
it would otherwise have been. It is very important
for us to express our gratitude to everybody who
took part in the challenges, but we can’t ignore
the situation that is unfolding right now.
Come Easter, we will have a sweepstakes and
a GWP promotion for our customers, revolving
around Rabbits, easter eggs, and the like. More
details will be announced shortly.
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Things are pretty much back

to pre-Covid times here

J a s o n Wo n g a nd E AN ta ke a clo ser lo o k a t th e Asia n ma rket
The signals coming out of
the Asian market are quite
positive, says Jason Wong,
Director of distribution
company Durio Asia, in our
EAN interview. The postCovid phase has begun,
people are returning to
normalcy, and the sex toy
market is in fine shape
following the coronavirus
crisis, as Jason explains.
Also, he sees growth
potential in many markets, especially India and
Myanmar.

How would you describe the situation in
the Asian markets now that the post-Covid
phase has begun?
Jason Wong: Things are pretty much back
to pre-Covid times here. Everyone’s back
and doing their usual. Yet, the biggest difference now is probably the mentality. People
have gotten comfortable with working from
home (WFH). Many companies give WFH
instructions with short notice.

Can you tell us more about the individual
territories in Asia? In which countries do you
see growth, which markets are stagnating?
Jason: Based on our customer base,
the country with the greatest potential for
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growth would be India. Even though it’s
a no easy feat trying to import products,
as long as you use the right channels,
India can be a lucrative market. Another
market full of potential would be Myanmar which I have mentioned in my earlier
interviews. Myanmar, although primarily a
Buddhist country, is surprisingly receptive to sexual aids and products. It’s still
small, of course, but it has tremendous
growth potential that I think brands should
explore.

You’ve always pointed out to EAN that
despite its growth and potential, the Asian
sex toy market is very small compared to
markets in the US or Europe. What exactly is preventing it from fully developing?
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Jason: The single most important factor
would be the legal environment in the countries here. If the countries continue to deem
these products as illegal, it’s very difficult for
any markets here to continue growing.

There has been a lot of talk about how Covid
has fuelled demand for sex toys. In your last
interview with EAN, you estimated that the
Asian market has seen a 20% increase in demand. Has demand returned to ‘normal’ levels
since then?
Jason: The spike has tapered off a little, but
it seemed that the market is still ‘beefed up’
after this crisis - due to a change how people
live their life. There is less human touch out
there but more intimate contact behind closed
doors.

Being a distributor, would you say that trends
or consumer needs have changed throughout
the corona years?

Jason: Here, we have seen many physical
shops shuttering over the past year. Business
is good but if they are closing down shops then
that’s quite telling and worth wondering. Of
course, it’s still a bet.

Jason: Sales online are here to stay. Some
brands like exposure in physical stores but it’s
unlikely to be a sustainable endeavour. Brands
need to continue to work on their online presence and marketing.

Many companies in the sex toy market are
complaining about the rising costs of materials
and logistics, and there are still difficulties with
supply chains. What impact does all of this have
on Asia?

A few months ago, you made the statement
that e-commerce would probably be the only
business model that could be successful in
the Asian market. Has this statement proven
correct?

Jason: We feel our fair share of that. Major brand
raising prices, some by more than 50%, believe it
or not. Container and port congestions delay the
unloading of cargo and deliveries are delayed by
up to two months. It’s a supply headache now hopefully it will get better.
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DISNEY PRIDE
11TH JUNE - DISNEYLAND PARIS PRIDE 2022
28TH JUNE - INTERNATIONAL LGBTIQ+ PRIDE DAY

The fight for freedom of expression
Today it is undeniable that the LGTBIQ+ community is more than a colored flag.
We observe how, over time, brands such as Disney join and position themselves before these movements, creating
for the first time in history style guides to support it and no longer show that impartiality in the face of pride, but
rather their support for the cause.
At Grutinet we have always fought for this support and that is why we are very proud to be the exclusive distributors
of this great Disney Pride collection.
A collection, developed in collaboration with Disney, whose product line follows the style guide and characteristic
creative material that supports and makes diversity visible.
And you, do you join the cause?
Fill your store with the colors of the rainbow and join the DISNEY PRIDE movement.

www.grutinet.com
info@grutinet.com
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We must not be pessimistic
Fr anc e sc o D a n i e l e s h a r e s h i s v i e w o n c u r r e n t events
Saying that the market is
singing the blues following
the sex toy boom of the
past two years is an exaggeration, but it seems as
though the return to normality - also and especially
when it comes to sales - is
bittersweet for many. And
there are several other
factors that could kill the
growth of the sex toy market: Inflation and the rising
cost of living could put a
dent into consumer sentiment, and nobody knows
how the war in Ukraine will
affect the global economy.
But none of that is reason
to put your head in the
sand, as Francesco Daniele, Commercial Director
of International Dreamlove,
emphasises in our EAN
interview.

Many countries return to normality, and
we are already talking about the ‚post-Covid phase‘. Will our market also go back
to the way things were before the sex toy
boom of the last two years?

Does the ‚post-Covid phase‘ in our
market perhaps represent a transitional
phase where there are still aftershocks such as the current supply chain
problems?

Francesco Daniele: First of all, thank you
for interviewing us again, it is a pleasure
for Dreamlove to be featured in a publication as professional as yours.
We don’t think what you described in
your question will happen - the world has
changed in recent years and we should
not be pessimistic. The sex toy sector has
grown too much during the pandemic;
logically, that growth needs to stabilize
once the whole world returns to normal,
but we must bear in mind that this
stabilization follows significant growth in
recent years.

Francesco: We are experiencing a truly
unique moment in our lives. The postcoronavirus phase is a transition phase
as you mentioned, but during the
pandemic, there were internal changes
in the policies of China and also in the
rest of the world. The factory of the
world, which in this case is China,
now takes advantage of the current
phase, and we must not deceive
ourselves by believing that everything
is a matter of money and that Chinese
shipping companies are making a lot
of money exploiting the situation during
Covid and even now.
Now is a particularly delicate time
because everything is back to normal
with more normal consumption, but
with skyrocketing production and
import costs.

During the corona crisis, it was predicted
that a golden age would dawn for the sex
toy market after the pandemic. Now it
seems that this great optimism has faded.
What happened?
Francesco: I have to repeat that we must
not be pessimistic. Many companies in
the sector have taken advantage of the
situation, generating record sales. Now
it is time to see the reality, to understand
that the growth we have had over the last
two years was not normal. It is important
that everything stabilizes and that we continue working for the normalization of sex
toys in the daily lives of millions of people.
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What trends and developments that originated in the Covid years continue to play
a major role now?
Francesco: Apart from the basic sexual
hygiene products that have skyrocketed
in sales, we now see product developments such as brands aimed specifically
at masturbation for women or men alone
that continue to play a fundamental role.
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How is International Dreamlove braving the
challenges posed by the ‚post-Covid phase‘?
Have you had to adjust your plans for this year?
Francesco: The truth is that International
Dreamlove is a stable, serious, and very solid
company. This means that we have the ability
to adapt to the situation in each field of activity
in a particularly effective way. We have had to
adjust some growth plans for some brands in
the sexual hygiene segment, but in general,
our growth and development plan is solid, we
remain committed to our clients, and we give
maximum support on all levels. Anybody who
works with Dreamlove can be sure that we care
about the growth of their business.

The sex toy market is considered crisis-proof,
but now consumers in Europe have to deal with
rising inflation and skyrocketing cost of living.
Will this development affect the growth of the
sex toy market?
Francesco: Logically, the estimated growth
levels are going to be adjusted to the reality
we live in, and it is very possible that the war in
Ukraine will affect the pockets of every European. In the end, between the coronavirus and
the war, there will be higher inflation and an
increase in the cost of products, reducing the
growth of the sector.

With the war in Ukraine and the economic
sanctions imposed on Russia, what impact will
all this have on the global economy - and of
course, how will it affect our market?
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Francesco Daniele,
Commercial Director
of International
Dreamlove
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Francesco: The war in Ukraine will strongly
affect all of Europe; hopefully it will just be a
decrease in our purchasing power. The important thing is not to lose more lives and accept
that this will affect our economy because it is a
neighboring country. But Europe is strong and
solid enough, and I believe that together, we
can get out of this crisis and face the challenges that Russia has created in Europe.

that have made an unsustainable investment.
Everybody knew that the coronavirus would
not go on forever and logically, this boom had
to end sometime. The sex toy sector can still
have years of a golden age, but with nuances.
The professionalism and good work of each
company is essential to raise the profile of
a sector that is very important in the lives of
millions of people.

There seem to be plenty of reasons to say
goodbye to the positive growth figures forecast
for our market. What conclusions does your
company draw from the latest developments?
Francesco: Just like I said at the beginning
of the interview, the sex toy sector has experienced two years of growth that would not
have been possible in any other sector. This
has brought benefits to the industry, and now,
it also could mean crisis for those companies
72
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Throughout all the happenings over the last

two years, consumers have remained unchained
Se x t oy e -co m m e r c e a n d th e e f f e c ts o f th e p a ndemic
To what degree has the
pandemic changed e-commerce and the customer
base? Has competition
on the world wide web
become stiffer as a result?
And which developments
await in the post-Covid
phase? Those are the
burning questions in our
industry right now, and
Mac, one of the co-founders of online shop Black
Honey Toys (www.blackhoneytoys.com), gives his
take on them in our EAN
interview.

The founders of
Black Honey Toys:
Abs and Mac

E-commerce is considered the winner
of the corona pandemic. Would you
agree with this statement - or was it
only the internet giants that profited in
the end?
Mac: I’d agree with this as we saw
a record number of sales during that
period. This was particularly true for the
remote/app-controlled sex toys
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as couples who were separated
because of the lockdown restrictions
could still stay sexually connected.

How have the last two years
been for Black Honey Toys?
What challenges did the pandemic
bring? What were the most serious
changes?
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Mac: We had huge challenges on two fronts
which affected further growth. First was the
challenges to our supply chain due to the unprecedented disruptions caused by the pandemic. This meant we could not get products
restocked in time to meet demand. Secondly,
the increase in e-commerce sales during the
pandemic meant increased pressure on delivery
companies to get parcels to customers. Most of
the delivery companies, including our delivery partners struggled to meet the increased
demand resulting in delays to order delivery.
Some of these delays unsurprisingly led to order
cancellations but on the whole, most customers
were understanding as this was a widespread
issue impacting most other retailers.

How has the competitive situation changed
for you in the past two years? Is it becoming
increasingly difficult to hold your ground in global
competition?
Mac: It’s made us more resilient as a team as
we’ve had to grapple with a lot of challenges within a very short space of time since we
started operations. We’ve also had to diversify
our supplier base to reduce over reliance on one
source of supply.

In this context, how important is it to be perceived as a brand and address a specific target
group compared to just being ‘one online store
among many’?
Mac: Throughout all the happenings over the
last two years, consumers have remained
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unchained - that is, they are still very deliberate
about who they choose to spend their money
with and always seek to shop from brands that
identify with their values and principles. And
on that front, we are very much committed to
championing racial diversity within the sex toys
industry, and that is what chimes with most of
our customers.

What more can online stores do to survive in
the shark tank of the world wide web?
Mac: Remain true to our values and principles
because that is what will truly set you apart.
Now, as the post-Covid phase dawns, everyone is asking themselves what will happen
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How has two-years of pandemic
changed your customers’ buying
behaviour? It has been widely reported that consumers are more
adventurous and inclined to try
new things... does this match
your experience?
Mac: We’ve definitely seen first
time sex toys buyers as many
will message for advice prior
to purchase. So yes, it seems
customers are getting more
adventurous, but most are now
starting out on that self-pleasure
journey and that’s reflective of
the toys they buy.

next. Will the ‘sex toy boom’ continue or will
sales return to normal levels?
Mac: It’s a difficult one to answer. We expect a dip but it seems the pandemic has
changed our overall relationship to self-pleasure and selfcare, and we expect that shift to
last for a while longer.

One trend that will certainly keep
our market increasingly busy is
the desire of many people to
make their consumption more
sustainable and environmentally
friendly. Are you prepared for this
change?
Mac: We’re very conscious of that, and we’re
working very hard to ensure that the ethos of
sustainability and environmental friendliness
is incorporated into our end-to-end process
- from who/where we source our suppliers
through to how we ship orders to our customers.

What are the big trends with among customers right now? What are they looking for
when they visit your online store today?

What are your next big plans for Black HoneyToys in the coming years?

Mac: We’re seeing sustained demand for
remote controlled sex toys as well clitoral
sucking vibrators. We have also recently seen
a surge in male masturbators which is very
welcomed.

Mac: We’re now very UK-centric brand.
Over the next few years, we’ll look to break
out into African market where the sex toys
industry is largely untapped and presents
huge opportunities.
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We wanted to create something new that was all about
bringing people together from within our industry
Ry an Mc C r o bi e & To r i Ti tu s - M c Cr o bi e h o s t th e sex to y industry‘ s f irst a nd o nly B 2B p o dca st
Sex-themed podcasts have hit critical mass on
hosting platforms, and censorship is slowly and
thankfully losing the battle of keeping them offline.
However, if you’re a trade professional, good
luck in finding the time to weed through enough
sexpert-hosted shows to nab any useful tidbits
for your business. That’s exactly where the ‘All
Lubed Up (And Nowhere to Go)’ podcast comes
in. System JO’s husband and wife team of education, marketing, and management, Ryan McCrobie
and Tori Titus-McCrobie, found the only sexthemed niche that hadn’t yet been broad-casted
to death.’All Lubed Up’ is hosted by this pair of
long-time System JO team members, though
the show’s topics are anything but restricted to
personal lubricants. Current events and consumer
trends with industry relevance are peppered with a
who’s-who of international, pleasure professionals.
If you need to be constantly in-the-know about sex
toys, adult accessories, and the state of sex-ed,
‘All Lubed Up’ is your own personal, spoken-word
bible. As Ryan McCrobie explains, every podcast
guest offers something of value, whether they’ve
been in the adult industry for two weeks or two
decades. McCrobie is always seeking his next
featured industry interviewee and encourages all
EAN readers to drop him a line at Ryan@AllLubedUpShow.com If you’d prefer to simply listen in, ‘All
Lubed Up’ can be easily searched on YouTube or
found on the show’s Facebook group at Facebook.
com/AndNowhereToGo. McCrobie also hosts a
website just for the show at AllLubedUpShow.
com. Ironically enough, Ryan McCrobie had yet to
interview with a fellow industry professional about
his industry pro-centered podcast until now. In
another industry-first move, McCrobie tells EAN
readers why their next smart business move is as
easy as donning a pair of head phones.

Ryan McCrobie, host
of the 'All Lubed Up
(And Nowhere to
Go)‘ podcast
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For starters, tell our European readers a bit
about the All Lubed Up podcast. What’s the
concept of the show, who plays host, and
who are your guests?
Ryan McCrobie: The All Lubed UP (And
Nowhere to Go) Show started when travel
restrictions hit full-force; hence the second
portion of our shows title and our Facebook
tag, ‘and nowhere to go.’

We wanted to create something new that
was all about bringing people together from
within our industry; a B2B focused show that
painted with a wider brush. We knew early on
that products would be a part of it, because
we love talking about the categories and
products available, but that the show would
be more people focused.
I am the host, Ryan McCrobie, and my beautiful wife, Tori Titus-McCrobie, is my co-host
for the show. We will be celebrating 61 episodes together at the time of this writing this.
Our show is broken up into a few parts. It
starts with an introduction to welcome newcomers to our community, followed by what
we like to call Hot-off-the-Sexpress, which is
where we discuss current events and news
worthy articles, followed by special guest
interview.
One of the portions of our show that
we would really like to see grow is our
store-spotlight and e-commerce superstars.
We want to recognize the front-line workers
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and customer success stories that fill our
hearts with that warm fuzzy feeling. We want
to shine a light on amazing merchandising,
helpful signage, best practices for add-on
recommendations that really completed the
customers experience… you name it – we
want to hear about it and talk about it.
I think the most beautiful thing about our
show is the overall variety. We have had top
talent from OnlyFans, creative sales associates, sexual educators, manufacturers,
entrepreneurs, designers/technicians, media
personalities, data specialists, payment processors, marketers, and so much more.
We are an incredibly diverse industry and
there is never an end to the amazing conversations. Although most of our interviews are
with professionals within our industry, we also
do our best to pull in people from the outside
to share their unique perspective.
The All Lubed Up Show is a place for learning, connecting, and growing.

How did you and the System JO team decide to create this podcast? What topics or
themes stood out to you as currently lacking
in the podcasting world?
Ryan: We had a desire to be connected to
our community and a global pandemic that
was not allowing that to happen safely. At
this time there were some amazing groups
that were beginning to form, like P3 and
SPAM [on Facebook], that were focused on
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We want to showcase industry resources, we
want to talk about personal growth over the
years, and we want to share best-practices
as simple as a general reminder to never fear
failure, but to let it fuel your drive to success.

Tori Titus-McCrobie, co-host of the
'All Lubed Up (And
Nowhere to Go)‘
podcast

It’s definitely a unique feeling. It’s very much
like an industry dinner where we all come
together and talk shop. We invite people to
join us whether you have been here for two
weeks, two years, or what feels like two lifetimes simply because we want to spend time
with you. We want to connect and talk about
the industry that we all know and love.

Who can benefit the most from listening to All
Lubed Up? Do you find that your audience
fits into any certain niches?

creating a professional space to communicate and more importantly connect.
At the end of every episode, we give our
guest a moment to share some positivity with
the audience. This could be acknowledging
a mentor, highlighting a learning experience,
sharing a meaningful quote, or something
similar.
Each episode is about inspiring and educating, with a splash of entertainment. We like
to call this phenomenon EnterCation – like
entertainment and education morphed into
something far more amazing.
We have had great feedback from guests
about how unique the overall experience is.
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Ryan: We enjoy an audience of brick-andmortar retailers, e-commerce sellers, sales
associates, store managers, manufacturers
and vendors, and the occasional curious
consumer. Even on a few occasions we were
joined by neighbors that just wanted to be
a part of the conversation. I believe that at
it’s core, our show is for anyone that wants
to hang out, have a good time, and learn
something.
I have a bit of a soft spot for the retail experience, as I grew up in this industry working
in boutique retail, so many of the shared
thoughts can reference back to that space,
but we feel like there is something for everyone on Thursday nights at 6pm pacific.

Which industry members have you hosted as
guests recently?
Ryan: We have recently had some amazing
episodes:
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Ryan: There are so many moments to highlight, but a really important piece that has
been repeated often and felt by so many is
to never let the fear of failure get in your way.
We have talked about it often – fail fast –
because you will always learn more from that
failure and be closer to success with each
attempt.

How can the European trade get more
involved with All Lubed Up? Are you hoping
to host more European industry vets in the
future?

Episode 60 – New Innovations - Jerry Davies
the CEO and Designer behind Balldo came to
join us and talk about the road to production,
Kickstarter, and so much more.
Episode 58 – Sustainability - Will Ranscombe
the CEO and co-founder of Love Not War –
a sex toy company focused on sustainable
products and manufacturing practices.
Episode 56 – Intentions & Inventions – Uncustomary, known as a “merriment maker”
and body positive social media influencer,
joined us to talk about achieving a better
mindset and setting intentions. This was
followed up by Frances Tang the CEO of
Awkward Essentials talking about the Drip
Stick and some of the hurdles that they experienced while marketing the product.

Tell us about some of All Lubed Up’s most
stand-out, teachable moments. What guest
advice has really hit home with you and your
listeners?
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Ryan: We welcome everyone and anyone to
join in on the conversation. We are honored
to have anyone that wishes to share their experience and voice with the industry; a rising
tide will raise all ships.
Audiences can listen to the show from a
variety of places. We have our YouTube page
that is searchable under All Lubed Up Show,
our public Facebook page (www.facebook.
com/andnowheretogo), along with shows
airing on P3 and SPAM private industry Facebook groups, and available the following day
on XBIZ.TV for the replay.
We often post in case you missed it clips –
ICYMI – that will offer a summarized version
or highlight a snippet of the overall episode.
This offers a smaller time commitment for
people that can’t watch the full episode.
It would be a great honor for us to showcase more European industry veterans in
the future. We can learn so much from their
experience in sales, merchandising, and
success stories on the road. I look at the
international market as leading the industry in
regulatory and manufacturing trends. Many of
these topics discussed now will be critical to
our industries future.
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What do you and the System JO team have
in mind for future episode topics and guests?
How do you plan on directing the show as it
continues to grow and evolve?
Ryan: We like to go with our gut and take
inspiration from the community. We will be
showcasing many different sexual educators
and the work that they do daily. We want to
create a space where like-minded professionals can network and create strong partnerships that are a win for the customer, a win
for the retailer, and a win for the educator.
In April we will be talking with some awesome
writers in the erotic space; sort of a Spring
into sex and intimacy. For every customer
that comes in-store knowing exactly what
they want, there are many that have just
started that journey or even doubting if their
relationship can survive the trip. We wanted
to highlight this conversation and talk with
some industry professionals to learn from
their experiences and hopefully inspire more
retailers to consider this a part of what their
store has to offer.
In May, we are doing MAY-be May. We have
some amazing guests that can help you
bring to market a new idea, provide advice
for successful Kickstarter campaigns, and in
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general, talk about how some dreams can
become a reality.

In conclusion, why should more industry
members tune in to All Lubed Up? What
can we learn from this podcast that is really
unique to our trade and can help our businesses?
Ryan: I hope that more people reading this
would come and join our community at the
All Lubed Up Show because we represent
quality sex-positive content that focuses
on the adult experience. We do this show
live because it’s about you, the viewers, it’s
about learning from others and growing as
a community. There is something here for
everyone and everyone wants you here. It’s
a fun space to talk shop and explore ideas
in a safe-space with like-minded business
professionals.

This interview is
contributed by Colleen
Godin, EAN U.S.
Correspondent
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We noticed that people are thirsty for

consumption, especially in brick-and-mortar stores
Pe d ro C or r e i a o n th e c u r r e n t s i tu a ti o n i n th e Po rtuguese sex to y ma rket
Following two years of pandemic
troubles, many European countries are
slowly but surely returning to a sense
of normalcy. That also includes Portugal, and EAN asked Pedro Correia
for an interview to learn more about
the current status of the Portuguese
sex toy market. Pedro is the CEO &
Senior Partner of Refixe, a company
that is active in both, e-commerce and
bricks-and-mortar retailing.

Pedro Correia, CEO
& Senior Partner of
Refixe

What is the situation in Portugal today
- as of the beginning of March - with
regard to the coronavirus measures? Is
the country back to ‘normality’?
Pedro Correia: We’re almost back to
‘normal‘; the most limiting measures
have been lifted.Let’s hope that they will
continue like that.

How is all this affecting the consumer
climate? Are people willing to spend
money? And if so, where are they
spending it - in brick-and-mortar stores
or online?
Pedro: We noticed that people are
thirsty for consumption, especially in
brick-and-mortar stores.

There has been a lot of talk that after
Covid, a ‘golden age’ would dawn
for the sex toy industry because the
pandemic opened the doors to count88
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less new consumers who are now making
their way into our market. Are you similarly
optimistic?
Pedro: It’s true that we had many new consumers because of the lockdown, but I don’t
know what percentage will continue to play in
this market. Hopefully lots of them.

Could factors such as rising inflation, the
rising cost of living, international crises, etc.
spoil the Portuguese consumer’s buying
mood?
Pedro: Definitely. Portugal has one of
the lowest incomes in Europe, so any
small change or speculation in the markets
causes a drop in confidence and consumption decreases.

The pandemic has seen the sex toy market
move very quickly towards the mainstream.
How much acceptance is there for sex toys
in Portugal in the spring of 2022? Has Covid
really changed the perception the Portuguese
people have of sex toys?
Pedro: The Portuguese are still not as
open to accepting the sex toys as, for
example, Spain. I think the corona effect
and influencers openly talking about sex
toys - that was the turning point. From the
moment that the big stores lose the shame
of selling this type of toys, people will also
start to think it’s normal to use them.
But it still remains taboo.
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What are the current trends in your market? What
are Portuguese customers asking for when they
go shopping for sex toys?
Pedro: The Satisfyer brand has done a great job
of making itself known, so it remains a bestseller,
especially Satisfyer PRO+. Remote-controlled
products are also in high demand.

Has your customer base changed over the past
few years? Have their interests, wants and needs
changed?
Pedro: We have started seeing younger customers and especially women. While in the past
it was often the man who bought the toys to gift
them to the woman, now it is the woman herself
who seeks to have a toy.
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You’re at home in both e-commerce and bricksand-mortar retail. How many of your customers
from the bricks-and-mortar stores have turned to
e-commerce for good because of the pandemic?

market, and many customers will only buy online.
Brick-and-mortar will have to focus on customer
service and experience and develop an omnichannel strategy.

Pedro: I think brick-and-mortar customers
continue to enjoy shopping at the store. It is a different type of customer, who seeks personalized
service and the seller’s opinion. So, even though
they had to buy online, they will continue to visit
the store.

What will the Portuguese sex toy market look like
in five or ten years? Are you optimistic about the
future? Which sales channels will dominate the
market then?

With this in mind, the question must be asked:
How will bricks-and-mortar sex toy retailing be
able to stand the test of time in a constantly
changing market environment?
Pedro: Undoubtedly, they will have to turn to
online as this is going to be an increasingly bigger
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Pedro: For me it’s a big unknown. I’m sure
the market will grow, and online will dominate,
but I’m worried when I think about which players
will dominate. Big online marketplaces are increasingly gaining ground, and large chains
are starting to sell sex toys, at least the more
mainstream ones. But I think there will always
be space for specialized stores that offer
more variety.
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Sexuality in general is something that

needs to be taught, just like anything else
Koshe r Se x – No t e v e n a p a n d e m i c c a n s to p C h a na B o tea ch’s missio n
The last time we spoke was in September 2019 and you had just opened your
Kosher Sex boutique in Tel Aviv. Are you
still the only kosher erotic boutique in
the world?

Chana Boteach,
founder of '
Kosher Sex‘

Chana Boteach: We sure are! Our location is now in the holy city of Jerusalem
where our customers come from all
different walks of life.

For those who have never heard of Kosher Sex, what is your philosophy and
business model?

In August of 2019, Chana Boteach started Kosher Sex, and ever
since then, she has been active in the world of e-commerce and
bricks-and-mortar retailing - with a boutique in Jerusalem and
one in New York. Hers being the only kosher sex toy retail company in the world, she has remained busy as ever, even during the
past two years, when the bricks-and-mortar trade was facing big
challenges. As Chana explains in our EAN interview, her mission
remains unchanged, as do her values and the message she wants
to communicate through her work.
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Chana: Kosher Sex was originally a
book that my father, Rabbi Shmuley,
authored in 1999. It was an international best-seller and was a guide on how
to approach sex, love, and relationships based on Jewish teachings and
wisdom. Twenty years later, I decided to
take that message one step further by
creating a company that offers products
as well as advice to bring the Kosher
Sex message to a new generation and
audience.
The company is e-commerce based
with the Kosher Sex website but very
much tied to our message. Sexual
wellness products have been a godsend
to many, many women and couples, but
we feel that even when using intimacy
aids or toys, they have to be aligned
with our message and values. Kosher
Sex is about making sex about intimacy,
as opposed to procreation or recreation.
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We want to redefine and reclaim sex as the
most powerful connecting force in the world,
as opposed to a divisive one. Today sex has
gotten a bad rep, from the #Metoo Movement to casual hook-up culture, that has
left us lonely and failing to really regard sex
the way it deserves to be seen.

How has your business progressed since
we last spoke? You had expressed plans to
expand at that time... And most importantly, how did you make it through the Covid
crisis? Was your store closed because of
lockdowns?
Chana: Running a business during the pandemic proved extremely challenging. Sales
surged in the beginning as people were in
lockdown, but we had to close our shop in
Israel temporarily. Our NY shop was also
closed, but we hope to open again soon!
The stress of the pandemic caused a lot of
relationships to fall apart and the younger
generation suffered too. This pandemic was
especially tough because it made us fear
physical closeness, even the smallest interaction could get you sick. Now that life is slowly
getting back to normal, I think our message
of deep, intimate, sexual connection might
be more potent and meaningful than ever
before.

In addition to your bricks-and-mortar business, you are also active in e-commerce,
which is considered the winner of the corona
crisis. What was your experience in this re93

gard? Was e-commerce able to compensate
for the sales slump on the bricks-and-mortar
side?
Chana: Yes, worldwide there was a surge in
product sales, and I think people really began
to see the worth of these products and how
they can benefit and improve sex. Online sales are always great because people can buy
them discreetly and judgement-free.
Logistically, I will say it was a nightmare.
Shipping was greatly delayed so it was definitely frustrating. But the upside is that sexual
wellness products have become way more
mainstream since the pandemic and there’s
been huge leaps in terms of people’s open-
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individual or between a couple - namely that
they’re there to enhance the sexual experience, not to replace it. Sexuality in general
is something that needs to be taught, just
like anything else. The idea that we just grow
up one day and have to figure it all out for
ourselves is a recipe for a lot of confusion,
heartbreak, and bad sex.

Social acceptance towards sex toys has
grown a lot in the past years. Has that
changed the mission you began in 2019
in any way?

ness and willingness to try and incorporate
them in their sex lives.

An important concern of yours has always been educating and informing your
customers, be it through articles, podcasts
or courses. Has demand for this kind of
information increased? Many people seem
to have discovered their interest in sexual
wellness during the lockdowns, quarantines,
and social distancing....
Chana: So, as much as we are a retail
business, information and advice are the
foundation of what we do. I believe that these
products can really work their magic when
they’re incorporated in the right way by an
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Chana:The message has stayed the same
because I believe it’s timeless and speaks to
our deepest human desire of connecting and
being intimate with another, at the deepest
level. I make sure to stick to the core message of the original book, which is based on
Judaism and has a beautiful, healthy, balanced approach when it comes to sex.
Sex is widely and explicitly discussed in the
Torah and Talmud. People need to understand that sex is not something that needs to
be hidden in the shadows but spoken about
and understood. Sex definitely needs some
mystery and there are rules to sustaining lust
in a relationship. However, sex is actually
dying between committed couples, especially
in the US. So, while acceptance towards sex
toys has made things a lot easier, there’s still
a long way to go when it comes to people
understanding what they’re for and how to
use them in an effective way and not as a
crutch.

Have your customers or their needs, desires,
and expectations changed in recent years?
Chana: Absolutely. I’ve actually seen a
huge incline in sales of accessories, games,
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Chana: Wow, for sure. The industry has
changed so much, it’s remarkable. So many
companies are now headed by women and
created for women, so even aesthetically,
these products are way more approachable
and inviting. I curate all of my products to really cater to women and couples - all of them
being tasteful, elegant products that you
wouldn’t be ashamed to purchase or have
in your home. I’ve had people actually walk
into the Kosher Sex Shop, pick up a vibrator
and ask me what it is, because the design
is so subtle and elegant that they don’t even
know they’re in a sex shop, let alone holding a vibrator! We’re seeing now, especially
when it comes to women’s vibrators which
are always a best-seller, that vibrators don’t
have to look phallic or explicit like they used
to, which created a lot of the taboo. Today I
think, we’re putting more weight on the design and engineering of a product to actually
cater to the body’s needs. Also, people are
also much more discerning when it comes to
health and body safety so the materials that
are now being used are just top of the line,
it’s incredible.
candles and books, along with their sex
toy purchases, which I think is wonderful. It
shows that people are understanding that as
much a vibrator or any other toy can help a
couple enjoy sex and make it more exciting,
sex is not just about a goal or orgasm. It’s
just as much about setting the mood/tonethe build-up, the flirting, and seducing as well
as educating themselves.

Your goal was always to offer a select range
of products that correspond with your values.
Is it easier to find such products now than
it was three years ago? What is your view
on the sex toy market in terms of product
developments?
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What trends do you see at the moment?
What are the hottest products and brands?
Has sustainability and environmental friendliness already entered the minds of your
customers?
Chana: Wow, so many products and companies that I just love. Dame products is one
of them - their ingenuity and subtle design
is excellent. They have a product called Eva
which is my favourite, not just because it’s
beautiful but because it’s really the product
that most aligns with our message. It’s this
tiny little vibrator worn by a woman during
sex and is totally hands-free, allowing a
couple to really touch and connect during
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sex. One of the big trends right now is
CBD-infused products: lubricants, arousal
oils, candles, etc. They’re everywhere. CBD
has some wonderful effects when it comes
to sex. For women especially, CBD can be a
very calming yet arousing when applied.
Also, people are much more discerning when
it comes to health and body safety so the
materials that are now being used are just
top of the line, it’s incredible. We even carry
biodegradable vibrators!

What will happen with ‚Kosher Sex‘ in the
future? What are your plans for the coming
months and years?
Chana: Firstly, a Kosher Sex Shop in every
city! As much as online has its advantages,
I really love the old school brick and mortar
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style where you can come in and touch, feel,
and see the products for yourself. I also think
it’s super important to have people working
there who understand the body and the purpose of sex, really giving customers insight,
suggestions, and listening to them. The
online experience is easy and seamless, but
sometimes you need the extra touch. Until
then, we have plans to open another shop in
Miami, God willing, and then go from there.
But our website (Kosher.sex) is really the hub.
We offer a large, incredible selection of the
best products that are all geared towards
bringing more lust to your relationship (with
courses, podcasts, and articles), which is
what we really believe is the core of a happy
love life. It’s all about lust. So, we’re just
going onwards and upwards from here,
spreading our message of lustful, yet healing
sexuality. I think the world really needs it :-)
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Dutch top quality!
N e w pac k agi n g d e s i gn f o r Yl v a & D i te

The founders and
CEOs of Ylva & Dite:
Danny Jacobs and
Roy Jacobs

The dildos of Ylva & Dite now come in recyclable metal packaging, and Roy Jacobs, one of the founders and
heads of the Dutch company, explains why it was time to say good riddance to plastic packaging and instead
turn to a material that can be recycled. In our interview, he also explains why the new packaging much better
reflects the quality of the product inside the box.
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How important is the packaging of a dildo?
How much does it influence a consumer’s
purchasing decision?
Roy: I think packaging is an important element
in people’s awareness when they go shopping
for a product. Especially in physical stores, but
also when a consumer receives an order at
home. With our metal box, you immediately have
the feeling that you have bought a quality product
where attention has been paid to every aspect.

How long did the whole process take, from your
initial ideas to the finished packaging?

When and why did you come up with the idea
of developing and introducing new packaging
for your dildos?
Roy Jacobs: We started with a plastic tube
as packaging for our dildos but found that
this packaging is not befitting for a real Dutch
quality dildo. That’s why we started looking for
a packaging that really goes well with a Dutch
dildo, so the consumers can be sure that this
dildo is of the highest quality.

How does the new packaging design reflect the
brand essence of Ylva & Dite?
Roy: We started producing our own dildos
because we wanted to create a quality product
where everyone knows that if you buy a dildo
from Ylva & Dite it is of the highest quality.
And this metal box fits in with that perfectly, the
complete package radiates quality now, Dutch
top quality!
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Roy: All together, it took about a year from
the first thought to the first dildos in our
new packaging.
It’s not like you push a button and you immediately have a new packaging. There are a lot of steps
involved before you have the final product, such
as designing, testing, installing machines to make
the inserts, more testing, actually producing the
metal boxes, designing the sleeves, etc. But after
that, you will have new premium packaging.

Why did you decide to use metal?
Roy: We turned to metal because it is completely
recyclable and because of its premium feel which
fits perfectly with our dildos. So, it was a win-win
for us.

How important is it to you that the new packaging
can be recycled?
Roy: It is very important for us that you
can recycle the packaging, meaning it
will have as little impact on the environment
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AT T E N TI O N H A S B E E N PA I D
TO E V E RY A S P E C T. “
Roy Jacobs

as possible – or, at the very least, you have
a box that you can still use for another
purpose, in our case as a storage box
for your dildos/sex toys or for your
favourite cookies.

Roy: Of course, this will become an
increasingly important aspect in the
production of sex toys and any other
product. That is why we at Ylva & Dite
try to protect the environment as much as
possible. By using environmentally friendly products, packaging that you can recycle, and so on.

Will all existing and planned product lines
come in this new packaging?
Do you think that the trend towards more
sustainability and environmental friendliness
will also gain momentum in the sex toy
market? How will you as a company
respond to such a development?
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Roy: Yes, this new packaging is now used
for every product from Ylva & Dite. Everyone
who places a new order will receive their
product in this premium metal box.
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Chocolate is a part of our life
I n ti m a te Ch o co la te crea tes ch o co la te a rt in p enis sh a p e
When did you start Intimate Chocolate
and what is your business philosophy?

Italian company Intimate
Chocolate (www.intimatechocolate.com) is the
love child of a group of
professional chocolatiers
who joined forces in 2020,
using chocolate as a medium to create something
new and artistic. The result: high-quality chocolate
in penis shape. At present,
Intimate Chocolate offer
three different product
lines which are marketed
via e-commerce channels, as Sales Manager
Caraboss explains. In our
interview, he takes EAN
on a journey into a world of chocolate, art, and
eroticism.

Chocolate comes in all sorts of shapes,
but what gave you the idea of selling
chocolate in the shape of a penis?
Carabossa: That is true, of course! But
how many people can claim to know
its true substance? Chocolate is like a
performer, and we don’t know its true
nature. It is so many things. It is pliable,
warm, tough, deep, intense. It is like lust
and sin. It is able to create happiness and
pleasure, but it also has its dark sides.
Chocolate is a part of our life. Many people love it and many hate it; but how many
can say that they never tasted it or have
never given it to someone?
I wanted to open my mind and I tried to
give it a different look, starting with its
substance. An agile and beautiful shape,
a form reminiscent of classicism. Moreover, this is a sacred food by definition!
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Carabossa: Intimate Chocolate was
born at the end of 2020 and was built up
during 2021. It’s been a painful period
for all of us. The pandemic seemed to
be uncontrollable, but we didn’t want to
be overwhelmed. We wanted to create
something new, have a new goal…
to heal our wounds.
Starting from scratch, we developed (not
without some difficulty) all aspects relating
to our new combinations, from recipes
and stages of production to packaging
and shipping.
The packaging is elegant and presentable but is also functional. Our business
philosophy is to offer only original and
high-quality products with an eye for
detail. Artistic products aimed at an
audience that loves intensely and
unrestrained.

Penis-shaped chocolate - are your products art or naughty sweets? How do you
position your treats?
Carabossa: Everyone has their own definition of a work of art, often depending on
their way of being and thinking. It is precisely for this reason that we want to leave
the interpretation to the people. They can
look at it any way that pleases them, but
one thing is certain: It will definitely make
a very long and pleasant impression on
their tastebuds.
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is there to know about your chocolate and the
other ingredients you use?

How big is your range at the moment? What kind of products can
chocolate lovers choose from?
Carabossa: The range of product
is really wide. We have divided our
range into different types, based on the
decoration: There’s the Gold, Silver, and
Candy Line. We have studied down to
the smallest detail the kinds of combinations that you get with the different
types of chocolate: white, dark, milk,
and the innovative Ruby chocolate,
which has a nice pale pink hue. The
choice of name for all the products
is a plunge into Roman and Greek
history, each one taking its name
from a deity. That really helps
define the product because every
name refers to a specific message.
So, if you want to you can google the
name to learn the characteristics of the deity
and choose the flavour and type to send a
message to the recipient. Let’s take a concrete
example: I will take Peitho from the Gold Line.
Dark chocolate, roasted hazelnut, and Gianduia
filling, hand-decorated with a 32-carat edible
gold leaf. Peitho is a Greek deity; she personifies persuasion, which is desirable in a romantic
relationship. I will take this to persuade my
partner to share a life of intense adventures
with me. That is just an example! Come on,
choose your message! Find out more on www.
intimatechocolate.com

Your products are mostly chocolate, but we all
know that chocolate can vary in quality. What
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Carabossa: Quality is key for us. For a product
this beautiful and complete, you only us raw
materials of the finest quality; the best hazelnuts and chocolate. Also, maintaining the
highest standards in every stage of production. The gold and silver leaves add a precious
aspect. Each piece is unique because it is
hand-decorated. You won’t find one that is
exactly like another, and they are unique in their
taste. The recipient will be amazed, all their
senses satisfied. A real sensory journey.

What does production look
like? Are your products
handmade? How complex is
the process?
Carabossa: As I mentioned before, each
piece is studied in detail, like an object of
craftsmanship. The production is particularly
complex and requires more time and attention, from preparation to packaging. Consider
that the gold and silver leaves are applied by
hand, like a skillful craftsman struggling with the
gilding of an old frame. It is really a work of art!
And those who create it take great pride in it.
We are proud to provide this special message
to those you love - or hate - from the depths of
your heart.

Do you create new products on a regular
basis? And where do the ideas for new
products come from?
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What sales channels do you currently use to
market your products?
Carabossa: Usually, we stick with the online
sales channel. This solution ensures privacy for
the buyer. We ship orders without our name on
the box. After all, the Intimate Chocolate brand
is all about the private sphere. We wouldn’t
want to see this privacy violated.

Could you see yourselves selling your products
through retailers, wholesalers, and distributors?
Carabossa: Of course. I believe there is space
for our products in the sex toy market. Suitable
for those who organize theme parties and hen
or bachelor parties. Also, is there a better prize
for a raffle at a night-club?
Carabossa: It’s too early to talk about new
shapes. Right now, we are proud to have
started this adventure. We have many hopes.
We offer an innovative shape while keeping it
classic. Yes, our chocolate penis is true to the
original silhouette, albeit sleeker and smoother.
But at the same time, our imagination has no
boundaries, so we are currently working on a
vagina shape. A really complicated subject,
just like the female soul, but hopefully, it will be
ready for the next year.

Social media makes it possible to promote
products and brands quickly and easily. Do you
primarily use these channels or do you go another route to draw attention to your company?
Carabossa: Promoting adult content on social
media is very complex and it gets taken down a
lot. We try to post emotional content, remaining
in the non-explicit area. The results will improve
slowly, but we can wait as we are able to comply with the rules and still make the point that
we feel is necessary.

Who are your customers?
Who buys penis-shaped chocolate?
Carabossa: The audience is very mixed, ranging from young people or people who want to
strike a spark. Some people buy the chocolate
for hen parties or as a joke gift. There are different reasons among different age groups and
sexual orientations.
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What are Intimate Chocolate‘s plans for the future? Are there more products in the pipeline?
Carabossa: Of course. Stay tuned for any
more surprises on www.intimatechocolate.com
and on our Facebook, Instagram, Youtube, and
Pinterest pages.
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ORION Fachgeschäfte is resting
on a very solid foundation

Je ns Se i pp o n G e r m a ny ‘ s r e ta i l s e c to r i n s p r ing 2022
This interview with Jens Seipp, head of marketing and communications at ORION Fachgeschäfte GmbH & Co KG, revolves around
the big anniversary the company is celebrating this year: 60 years!
But of course, we also have to talk about the current situation in
bricks-and-mortar retailing, which, in ORION’s home market of
Germany, is still dominated by Covid and the restrictions imposed
to combat the pandemic.

Jens Seipp, head of
marketing and communications at ORION
Fachgeschäfte GmbH
& Co KG

2021 is in the rear-view mirror - a year that
was once again defined by the coronavirus
crisis. How would you assess the year from
the viewpoint of ORION Fachgeschäfte?
Jens Seipp: An emotional rollercoaster that is probably the best way to describe
2021. First the lockdown phase, which
was way too long, then the summer when
things almost felt normal again, followed by
a fall and winter marked by measures that
weren’t always comprehensible, creating
lots of uncertainty across all industries and
social strata.

Looking at the big picture, would you agree
with the assessment that the bricks-andmortar trade - while obviously the loser
of the Covid crisis - still remains a viable
business model?
Jens Seipp: Bricks-and-mortar retailing
definitely has a future! Of course, walk-in
stores have suffered and continue to suffer
in this current crisis. But I don’t think they
are the only losers of the pandemic. The
retail trade as a whole has suffered because
the sales that were lost on the bricks-andmortar side were not offset by the increase
in online sales - neither among the big
players nor among smaller online shops.

Going forward, how can bricks-and-mortar
retailers succeed in this constantly evolving
market? ‚There will always be consumers
who’d rather go to a store‘ is a common
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mantra, but are the shopping experience and
the personal advice enough to keep people
coming back to bricks-and-mortar stores?
Jens Seipp: The market is constantly evolving,
just like you said. We have steadily updated our
concept and our presentation to keep up with
these changes, and we will continue to do so in
the future. However, I would argue that the corona months have proven how important - I am
almost tempted to say, existential - personal
contact and personal advice really are. That is a
level of service you can’t get on the internet.

As the pandemic progressed, lots of new
customers discovered the delights our market has to offer. Interest in sex toys increased
considerably during the lockdowns. Some
might say that the field is tilled, now all we have
to do now is reap the harvest. Do you share
that optimism? What role can bricks-and-mortar retailers play in widening the appeal of the
market? What opportunities for your company
do you see in this development?
Jens Seipp: We have heard a lot about the
strong increase in demand for sex toys during
the coronavirus pandemic but given the lockdowns and the restrictions facing bricks-andmortar retailers such as ourselves, we can’t
really comment on that. However, on a more
general note, I would argue that interest in
sex toys had already been growing before the
pandemic hit. Will sex toys become so widely
accepted that people purchase and present
them openly? I kind of doubt that.
Our business strategy has always been to be
inviting to all, and that has served us very well
over the course of the years. Looking at our
statistics, I would say that we have already
reached the mainstream of society and that
we are serving a wide range of customers
from all walks of life.
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In our last interview, you mentioned that
having a web shop or online presence
wasn’t the solution to retailers’ main problem.
Instead, you said that the authorities had to
create incentives to keep shopping streets
from drying up. Have you observed any
progress on that front?
Jens Seipp: Here and there, we see attempts
to revitalise shopping streets. However, the
pandemic has left deep marks that go far
beyond the retail segment. In order for the city
centres to flourish again, we need a good mix
of gastronomy and shopping. Both of these
industries are still suffering from the effects of
Covid right now. Once the pandemic is finally
over, these industries will have to take a new
approach and put in a lot of hard work.

What is the situation right now, in February of
2022? Which corona measures do you have to
implement in your stores? How do your customers respond to these measures?
Jens Seipp: Since Christmas, we have been
struggling with the German 2G regulations (i.e.
only people who are vaccinated or have fully
recovered may visit our stores). Courts are now
ruling that these regulations are untenable, by
the way. The flood of restrictions and regulations that have been issued over the course of
the past months have created a lot of uncertainty and insecurity among consumers. We
maintain close contact with all of our stores and
do our best to offer our customers a more or
less normal shopping experience.

How would you describe the consumer
sentiment right now? Is there pent-up
demand or are the consumers hesitant to
buy sexual wellness products in the face
of rising living expenses?
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The new and improved ORION store in
Osnabrück

Jens Seipp: Over the course of the past months,
trust in the government has taken a hit. Many people are very anxious and uncertain at the moment,
and naturally, that has also resulted in a certain
level of consumer reticence. So, the government’s
job right now is to take the necessary measures to
win back the trust it lost and mollify fears.

What can you tell us about your plans for 2022?
Will you open new stores or modernise existing
locations?
Jens Seipp: We used the past two years and
the long lockdown phases to modernise several
of our locations, including stores in Regensburg,
Augsburg, Osnabrück, Leipzig, Wolfenbüttel,
Hannover, Ravensburg, and Landshut.
Furthermore, we decided not to renew the lease
on 13 stores. These are locations which didn’t
have a lot of future potential even before Covid. In
some cases, the sales space had simply become
too small, and in some cases, there were external
factors limiting the potential of the stores. At
present, we run a total of 143 ORION stores, plus
five MagicX stores – and we are in talks to open
three new stores. With so many locations, we will
obviously continue to modernise and renovate
stores. Case in point: At the beginning of February, we re-opened our store in Munich after giving
it a little facelift, and in March, our flagship store
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in Flensburg will also reopen following a complete
overhaul.

2022 marks the 60-year anniversary of ORION
Fachgeschäfte. Looking at the long and storied
history of the company, what is the dominant feeling? Pride? Maybe a bit of wistfulness because
things used to be easier for the bricks-and-mortar
trade? Or the motivation to brave the challenges
lying ahead?
Jens Seipp: Pride, first and foremost. ORION
Fachgeschäfte is resting on a very solid foundation. Never has that become more evident than
throughout the current pandemic. We are not the
types to say that everything was better in the old
days; every era has its own set of challenges. We
are looking forward to July when the anniversary celebrations will kick off with a party at our
headquarters for all the members of the team
there, and another celebration with our partners
at the Biebertal locations. And starting in September, we will also be celebrating this big birthday
with all of our customers.

The story of ORION Fachgeschäfte began when
Werner Susemichel launched the company ‚First
Class Spezial Versand‘ in 1962. Germany wasn’t
really known as a sexually progressive country
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making these products - and, by extension, an
entire industry - accessible and acceptable to the
public. Personally, I think that he is in the same
league as Beate Uhse or sex educator Oswald
Kolle, the difference being that those two were
very much in the spotlight of public attention while
Werner Susemichel preferred just do his thing.
ORION Fachgeschäfte made the
best of the past two years by modernising several locations - such
as the store in Osnabrück which
can be seen here

back then. What can you tell us about those early
days?
Jens Seipp: Werner Susemichel had a keen
eye for social developments and trends, and he
realized that there was going to be a market for
these types of products. Well, time has proven
him right. From our conversations I know that
he had to fight many uphill battles back in those
days. Renting stores, obtaining permits from the
authorities, and most importantly, the prudishness
and lack of openness among the public when it
came to things such as sexuality and sensuality.
But he faced all of those challenges head-on, with
wisdom, wit, and savvy. You might very well say
that he was years ahead of his time.

What is the legacy of Werner Susemichel’s
pioneering spirit? What would the erotic retail
trade in Germany look like without Susemichel
and his efforts to make erotic products socially
acceptable?
Jens Seipp: I am sure Werner Susemichel would
object to this question because he never considered himself a pioneer. He was the epitome of an
honest businessman; that was more important to
him than the products he sold. His main motivation was to meet the wishes of his customers.
Of course, in doing so he contributed greatly to
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It is a long way from a ‚specialised shop for
marital hygiene‘ to 143 modern, inviting stores
for sexual wellness products. How has ORION
Fachgeschäfte managed to remain successful
throughout all of these decades and trends?
Jens Seipp: Werner Susemichel once told me
that, after opening his third store in Essen in North
Rhine-Westphalia, he thought he’d never be able
to pay back the loan he had taken out to create
that location. We already talked about how companies have to keep moving and evolving. New
concepts, products that reflect the latest trends,
open, inviting shopping spaces. Those are just
some of the building blocks for success in the retail space. Werner Susemichel never took things
for granted, he never rested on his laurels. Neither
does his daughter, Heike. This steady, continuous
process of growth and progression has always
been part of the company.

How exactly will you celebrate the anniversary
with your customers? Will there be special promotions, etc.?
Jens Seipp: We have been preparing for our
anniversary celebration for several months now,
across all departments of the company, also
involving our suppliers to create many special
anniversary editions across our various product
categories. There is going to be a big anniversary
catalogue and also a multi-faceted marketing
campaign in September to present these special
treats to our customers.
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These are the people doing the

groundwork within our industry.

H o t O c to p u s s sup p o rt bricks-a nd-mo rta r reta ilers with ‚ Pro mo tio na l La unch Packages ‘

These are tyring times for
the retail trade. Two years
of Covid have left their
mark, and competition
from e-commerce and the
quickly evolving q-commerce just keeps getting
stiffer. In light of these developments, Hot Octopuss
have decided to support
bricks-and-mortar retailers
by providing ‚Promotional
Launch Packages.‘ Kelly
Gordon, Head of Creative
at Hot Octopuss, tells EAN
what is inside of those
packages.

When and how did HOT Octopuss come
up with the idea to support bricks and
mortar retailers?
Kelly Gordon: Over the years we’ve had
so much support as a brand from retailers.
It’s time to give some of that love back!! We
have been thinking about this for a while
and this month we decided to support
bricks and mortar stores as times are so
hard for everyone in our industry right now.
Even here at Hot Octopuss we are noticing
that things are somewhat unpredictable
recently and certainly aren’t following the
usual trends in terms of busy seasons,
holiday celebrations etc. The industry and
times are so hard for everyone, and we
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want to do all that we can to ensure bricks
and mortar stores not only survive this
challenging period but thrive!

What is the current state of bricks and mortar retailing? How severely has the corona
crisis affected it?
Kelly: The coronavirus has a lot to answer
for in terms of what it has done to high
streets all over the world. Apart from lockdowns and forced closures, the global pandemic accelerated trends we were already
seeing: Online is convenient, and oftentimes
even as quick as retail, especially with next
or even sometimes same day delivery. I
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think it is important for us as
consumers to ensure that we
support local and independent
stores, and it is just as important that we do as businesses.
In our industry in particular,
bricks and mortar stores are vital to ensuring healthy attitudes
to sex and improved consumer
knowledge. It is a completely
different experience stepping
into a store, being able to view
and interact with physical products and speak to staff. While
we worry about the impact of
the crisis on physical stores,
these have such an important
role in consumer education and
experience as well as shopping.

How important is bricks and mortar retailing for
your brand? How important is it for our market?
Kelly: So important! We love bricks and mortar retail as not only do they sell and showcase
our products, letting consumers really feel our
products, the size, the weight and most importantly the vibration! but a lot of the time they
provide great education, doing work within their
communities to enhance sexual pleasure and
wellness. This is hugely important as these are
the people doing the groundwork within our
industry. Our toys are pretty complicated and the
difference it makes to have retail staff explaining
them in person to a consumer is huge. Generally
buying a sex toy is such an intimate act. Being
able to explore products in person makes such a
difference.

What should bricks and mortar retailers do now,
at the beginning of the post-Covid phase, to be
‚rediscovered‘ by consumers?
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Kelly: This is a difficult one, as I
think coronavirus has really
changed so many lives. There
are still someof us who are shielding
and some people that have lost
the confidence to go out altogether
as we have all gotten used to a
new way of life. I think offering
safe and comfortable spaces and
opening up lines of advice and
communication with customers is a
great start, allowing people to be
confident to explore and giving great
advice and education along the way.
I also truly believe that shopping in
stores is increasingly an ‘experience’
and that those stores that are able to
enhance that experience will entice
customers back.

Let‘s talk about your new ‚Promotional Launch
Packages‘. What are your standards for support measures for retailers?
Kelly: We obviously support retailers generally
as standard ensuring that we educate about
our products, how they work and how they
can be sold and we treat every account as
individual ensuring that they have everything
that they need to operate successfully.

What exactly do your ‚Promotional Launch
Packages‘ include? And how do they help
retailers in concrete terms?
Kelly: Our launch package includes:
Bespoke introductory discount / In-store
education and training / Education around
diversity and inclusion within the industry /
In-store displays and testers / Personalised
marketing assets / Spiffs and staff incentives /
Products for staff
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All products do have names and logos,

but this doesn’t automatically equate to a brand
N ina Saini o n br a n d i n g i n th e s e x to y m a r k e t a nd beyo nd
The coronavirus pandemic
and its effects on the sex
toy market have made
branding, marketing, and
communication with the
consumers more important
than ever, says Nina Saini,
Partner & Vice President
of sexual wellness business collective Concept
to Consumer. In our
interview, she explains the
key elements of effective
branding, and she answers
a frequently asked question: When is a brand really
a brand?

Nina Saini, Partner &
Vice President Concept
to Consumer

How important is branding in today‘s sex
toy market compared to other factors
such as distribution or the product itself?
Nina Saini: It is an interesting question,
because only over the past couple of
years has it become the most important
thing. We have seen the rise of direct-to-consumer brands, that are ONLY
about branding. There are mainstream
brands out there, none of which have
new and innovate products (and in many
ways the product is irrelevant) but the
branding and marketing is superb. It
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is the branding and marketing that is
getting them global recognition and retail
presence, not the products.
For the companies and brands within
our traditional market, it is increasingly
important to stand out from the crowd in
an ever increasingly competitive landscape. It is the only way you are going to
get any type of competitive edge and
as important, shelf and first page web
search positioning.
Creating a successful brand is not easy.
It takes a plethora of coordinated and
complementary actions to achieve, bring
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in all aspects of the marketing mix, and even
this is not a guarantee of success. Sometimes
it’s about timing, and a bit of luck. You must
be very clear with who you are, what your
values are, and how you want your brand to
communicate this. Branding is the relationship between the company and the customer.
Strong brand messaging makes company
recognizable, communicates their values and
helps builds trust with the customer which
in turn builds the most important thing,
loyalty, and sales.

Has the branding of sex toys
become more important in
recent years? If so, what are the
reasons for this?
Nina: COVID has put the global
spotlight on our market like never
before. We became the focus of
media attention and consumer awareness to an unprecedented level. I have heard it said, and I agree, that our market moved
forward almost 5 years overnight. We have
had access to a multitude of new consumers
and to keep them within the category, we
have to learn to communicate with them and
through this communication and branding,
attract more first-time users whilst retaining
the customers we have.
In the past, we have been great at creating
and promoting brands within our industry with
a few brands breaking through into mainstream. However, the majority of us have not
been so great at getting this messaging to a
broader consumers audience, who until a few
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Gary Ayckbourn,
Partner & CEO
Concept to Consumer

years ago, would have had very little brand
recognition for any of the companies we know
to be the biggest. Of course, there have been
notable successes, but nothing on the scale
of what we have seen recently.
We are also a unique market, where the
buyers, or gift receivers, embarrassment, confidence level or lack of sexual experience, are
factors and potential barriers to purchases.
As a result, trust, education, and transparency
it may be argued are even more important
to us than other mainstream no sexual
wellness brands. What is the product?
how do you use it? how is it made?
It is made ethically, product quality
standards, sustainability, why is my
brand different. Customers do their
research, more than ever before
we have more information available
at our fingertips. They buy brands
that align with their core values and
represent value; customers don’t mind
paying more if they can understand the
value and this could be the way the product is
made, or the materials used.

How strong is brand loyalty among consumers
in today‘s sex toy market?
Nina: Brand loyalty is strong, but will only get
stronger and more important, within the sex
toy market. We continue to see particular retailers hold their dominance within the market
(combined with their continued marketing and
sales promotions) and we are seeing more
and more brands invest in their own brand
awareness through advertising and marketing
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to getting their brand out there.
However, to new consumers, the market can
be exceedingly confusing and overwhelming.
Websites can have 5k-6k products across a
huge array of categories, with words, images,
and descriptions that most first-time or inexperienced users will find mind-boggling if not
intimidating.
Some new brands, that are direct to consumers, have had success because their messaging has been simple, easy to understand,
and with a limited choice. Therefore, consumers have had a short decision process,
supported by clear brand and messaging.
This in turn gives them confidence and trust
and starts to build the critically important
brand loyalty.

Why has it taken so long for
brands to emerge in the sex
toy market? Is it due to the
fact that for many years, our
market could only act in a
limited way when it came to
advertising, marketing, etc.?
Nina: I don’t think it’s taken so
long for the sex toy market to realize the impact of branding. We already have examples of brands (retailers
and sex toys) that have been early adopters of
creating a brand way back when; we are just
now seeing more brands follow suit.
It was indeed difficult launching brands say 15
years ago, but it was not impossible. There
were more restrictions back than there are
now and still sex toy brands were able to
breakthrough. It’s about being creative and
looking beyond traditional routes. I know
from personal experience, that it is doable. If
anything, sex is more mainstream, and this
has made it easier than before. Of course, this
is not without obstacles, but it is still easier
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than it was. We know there are limitations with
social media advertising, but on the plus side
brands are able to communicate directly with
customers through social media and brands
can use this as a resourceful tool to engage
and interact with their customers and the
world.

Mark Ayckbourn, Partner & COO Concept to
Consumer

The term brand is used a lot in our market almost all products that have names or
logos are called a brand, so: When is a
brand a brand?
Nina: All products do have names and logos,
but this doesn’t automatically equate to a
brand. To answer the philosophical question ‘when is a brand a brand’: The short
answer is when your target consumers know who you are, and you
have commercial success. You
can be a successful brand, that
no one has heard of outside your
industry. For example, Koenig &
Bauer or Heidelberger are two
examples of the biggest brands
in printing, but unless you are in
their market you would have no
idea who they are. The other end of
the scale is brands like Coca-Cola who
are global and historic. However, in some
markets, brands come and go with trends. In
addition, we know brand go through transitions periods, like adapting to the cultural climate for example we see sports brands have
become more diverse and body inclusive.
Therefore, the success of your brand, relates
to your industry and your branded ambitions.
The reality is, however, big we think our
industry is, we are still a niche market. We
have a tiny consumer reach, compared to
brands like Coke, and we sell to an even
small number of people within the small
group. But that is the exciting part! We have
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closely with our clients so we can understand
what they are trying to achieve and their
vision, but we also use our experience and
expertise to advise and guide.
We know we will get it right through our thorough process and our understanding of the
market. There is a lot to consider from brand
purpose and positioning, colour therapy,
typography, brand messaging, graphic design
and so on.
Our team not only has specific sex toy
experience when it comes to branding and
marketing, we also have worked in the mainstream. We combine these experiences to
create brands that have longevity. We look at
consumer trends on a larger scale, looking at
consumer behaviour and cultural trends.
For us, the brand unites the products under
one umbrella.

an opportunity to define and shape our
market. We are only going to get bigger and
have a broader reach and appeal. We have
the opportunity to create the brands for
now and the future.
In our market, we must create brands that
captures the consumers imagination whilst
speaking to them in an authentic and genuine
way. Our brands must give them the confidence to buy, whilst educating them on usage. We must understand on how to identify
consumers and support them on their sexual
wellness journey.

What instruments, tools, and activities are
essential to creating a sex toy brand? How
do you breathe brand identity into products?
Nina: For us we look at creating a brand
identity and personality, a brand story that
engages the customer and works in both our
traditional and mainstream markets. We work
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How does the branding of sex toys differ from
that of mainstream products?
Nina: We don’t think it does! We approach
the branding of sex toy brands as the same as
mainstream products, our objectives are the
same…the product is almost irrelevant to a
small extent. We always aim to create a brand
that is at home whether it’s in the mainstream
market or the sex toy industry.
We do understand that there are differences
and restrictions when it comes to marketing
the brand. This requires strategy and thought.
We don’t believe in one size fits all when it comes to marketing! As rule of thumb, we know
we have to be professional and considerate of
potential sensitivities, as well as be responsible to minimize access to underaged consumer
‘eyeballs’ and ensure anything they can see,
is appropriate and tasteful. However, the main
issue we have at present is inconsistency and
hypocrisy. What is ok for some companies
and brands, is not OK for us. It is amazingly
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frustrating. However, through education and
conversation we believe things will eventually
change.

It is obvious that social media has changed
marketing and branding. What are the advantages of using these channels and where do
the dangers lurk?

Doesn’t branding play an important role in
most marketing activities? Is branding the
foundation of good marketing?

Nina: The advantages pf social media are that
brands can communicate directly with their
customers and vice versa. Through social
media, brands can control the brand narrative and promote your brand, with the goal of
driving traffic to your site and converting this
into sales.
Of course, you’re limited when it comes to social media advertising – but this is only a small
part of your marketing activity. If you are reliant
solely on social media advertising, it is worth
thinking outside of the box to look at other
ways you can promote your brand.

Nina: Not necessarily, but it definitely helps and
gives marketing a head start. When you have
a strong brand, it creates a strong foundation
to build the brand on from and to grow. We
know there are lots of brands out there, but
if the end consumer doesn’t know about it, it
won’t succeed. This is where marketing comes
in! There needs to be a strategic approach to
business development and integrated marketing is key to this. It’s always a pet peeve, when
companies use different service suppliers for
PR, advertising, social media, partnerships and
so on without having them work from the same
page or talk to each other. It is annoying when
you see this happening as it’s easily fixable! It‘s
imperative all these parts work in conjunction
with each other and with the same sales goal.
Marketing does not only create brand awareness, but it sets the stage for business growth
and sales revenue.
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One might think that, given the flood of new
products, it is inevitable to invest in branding
so that your products stand out from the
crowd. But do we not see examples again
and again that you can be successful without
brand power?
Nina: Every $USD is sacred. Every $USD
spent should be treated like the first one you
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ever had or maybe the last one you might
have. History is littered with brands who have
come, spend millions, and disappeared as
quick. It is not just about spend. Anyone who
has investment can spend it.
It is easy to spend millions of $USD on
advertising to try to create a brand, and
even more easy to waste it and have nothing
to show for it.
It is about strategy. It is about being aware of
every element of your branding and marketing
mix, it’s about being clear about your objectives. It is important to have an integrated
and cohesive plan and stick to it. It is a good
exercise to take the budget you think you
have, then to halve it. Put a plan together
around this smaller budget and try to find a
way to achieve the same results. It will make
you think harder, more creatively, whilst being
more efficient and thinking more strategically.
This exercise will help brands use the balance
of any budget wisely, efficiently, and effectively.
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Will marketing and branding become more important in this ever-changing sex toy market?
Could marketing power replace distribution
power at some point?
Nina: As we have mentioned before, branding
is important, but you need marketing to make
customers aware of the brand. With more
brands selling direct to consumer, marketing power will become equally important to
distribution. We already know that traditional
distribution models are changing, and brands
are either selling directly to retailers or and
selling directly to consumers themselves. This
is where marketing power comes into play. The
reason we set up Concept to Consumer was
to offer this strategic approach to branding and
marketing, with our eyes on business development and growth. We know that fundamentally
it’s about sales. We come from a place of
experience, and we want to share this with our
clients, so if you think we can help talk to us!
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We decided to develop a super

silent wand - the first truly silent one!
I ob at oy s g ea r s u p f o r a n o th e r p r o d u c t d e bu t : th e sma ll, migh ty a nd silent O h MyWa nd

The founders of
iobatoys: Martin
Cirillo-Schmidt and
Francesca Cirillo

The husband and wife team at iobatoys know a good sex toy design when they see one, and thus far, they’ve
only found 3 that meet their brand expectations. Iobatoys hit the sex toy scene just prior to the pandemic with
the OhMyG, a G-spot wand that forgoes vibration in favor of a unique, gentle flicking-type action, like the movement of a tiny tongue pressed up against the G-spot. One year later, the company launched the OhMyC, another
toy that eschewed typical vibration speeds and instead enticed external pleasure parts with a rotating bead, buried underneath a thin layer of silicone. Now co-founders Martin Cirillo-Schmidt and Francesca Cirillo are ready
to hit the market with another ‘industry first:’ a mini, wand-style vibrator that promises – and delivers, say Martin
and Francesca – a silence like no other sex toy in existence. Titled the OhMyWand, this palm-sized toy is truly
mini in every sense of the word. Francesca Cirillo says it’s motor provides ‘gentle vibration’ with 3 speeds, which
is precisely why it apparently won’t even wake a sleeping partner. OhMyWand will begin shipping this month in
April, so as it begins to hit retailers, the industry will have a chance to hold Martin and Francesca to their word,
which is anything but silent. The pair returns to EAN with the scoop on everything iobatoys, and why the OhMyWand might just revolutionize pleasure for those who share a home – or even a bed.
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Since EAN Magazine last caught up with iobatoys, what is your take on the current sex toy
market? Where do you see consumers leaning in
their buying trends?
Francesca Cirillo: There is more and more acceptance in the beauty and wellness branch, like
Sephora now selling Dame and Maude products,
which are also big sex toy brands that make
good-looking and cool sex toys. Pleasure is more
seen as a form of self love, liberation and empowerment, especially when it comes to masturbating
and being open about it. It’s more common,
or getting to be, to communicate more openly
about sexuality, masturbation and also using toys,
whether alone or in relationships.
Martin Cirillo-Schmidt: There is a big boom
in this market (+26% last year), making it more
attractive for investors than ever. The merge of
Womanizer and Lovehoney lead to the 1st sex
toy company with 1 billion in annual revenue, so
there is a growing market and there is more to
come.

Francesca Cirillo: The OhMyG exceeded expectations, and we are still always happy about every
5-star review and every feedback that people love
the OhMyG. We have never expected so much
love for our first toy. We were also one of the
lucky companies who had a positive impact from
the pandemic, because not only did the sex toy
market have a big boom with all people staying
inside and having a lot of time for themselves, but
also because now there was a big need of silent
sex toys for all those in quarantine or lockdown
together with family, friends or roommates, so it
gave us a big push to have started during this
time.

After the OhMyG, you later released the OhMyC,
a rotating clitoral stimulator. Did the OhMyC meet
or exceed the sales of the OhMyG? Did consumers seem to prefer one toy to the other?
Francesca Cirillo: Our OhMyG is still our best
selling product, also because it is the most unique
one! Still, there is not a similar toy to the OhMyG
and its movement, design and also silence.

Looking back on your first release from a few
years ago, the OhMyG, how well did this sex toy
sell? Did its popularity and efficiency live up to you
and your consumers‘ expectations?

Looking back on these last 2 releases, which toy
category seems to be more popular: clitoral toys
or toys for internal stimulation?

Martin Cirillo-Schmidt: OhMyG was a good
entrance into the market and helped to create
and grow a good, engaged community and to
spread awareness in social media. It also helped
to create awareness that there is an actual need
of truly silent sex toys and also something new
and revolutionary after sucking toys and vibrators.

Francesca Cirillo: The OhMyC was a good addon to the ioba collection because after an internal
toy, an external one just made sense and was
perfect for the customer base we already created
with the OhMyG. Plus, clitoral stimulators are
much more accepted on the marked and are still
more popular.
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Also, the fact is that more vulva owner will
more likely experience a clitoral orgasm over
an internal one, so clitoral stimulation is still the
most popular one and it was a perfect fit to the
OhMyG. Now you can stimulate both internal
and external with our products.
We are trying to spread more awareness for internal orgasm and stimulations with the OhMyG
and we already built a community and a lot of
customer already gave feedback on how the
OhMyG helped to reach internal orgasms better
or even just getting one. We are still trying to
educate around it, but there is still a lot of work

Now iobatoys is focused on your next new
release, the OhMyWand. Why did your company choose a wand vibrator as their latest focus?
Did you perform any market research to determine that this new toy would be successful?
Martin Cirillo-Schmidt: We decided to develop
a super silent wand - the first truly silent one! after we got a lot of feedback from our customers, followers and community telling us how
amazing it would be to also have a silent wand,
as the wand is a super popular toy already.
We also did then some research on social media and found a lot comments and feedback on
that topic, so we decided to try to get a silent
wand vibrator and also the very first vibrating
toy for ioba.
Wands are amazing products, and we love that
kind of a product and also it’s history, like how
it was developed in the first place. Now we just
wanted one of our own with our own design
and of course, our own challenge: to make that
thing really quiet! And we succeeded on the
silence.

Tell us more about the OhMyWand. How will
this wand stand out from the rest of the petite-style wand vibrators out there?
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It is also really practical and small, so you can
take it with you. It looks really nice and comes in
our typical ioba colours, white and pink.

Which sex toy category does iobatoys plan on
reaching next? Do you have any ideas on what
type of new toy you’ll release and when this will
happen?
Martin Cirillo-Schmidt: We want to go a bit
more in the vulva wellness direction for this year
and also in the section of period products. The
focus should be now on these 3 toys and for now
we want to add some care products around the
vulva, but who knows which ideas will come this
year. We are also always open for feedback from
our community and customer, and we listen very
closely what they need and expect

Does iobatoys have any plans to travel or attend
any trade shows in 2022? Where can your industry colleagues come to meet your team and do
business?
Francesca Cirillo: For this year we have planned
to be on the SxTech EU in Berlin in August 2022,
but for now that’s the only one planned as we
slowly start business outside of our home office
again. We will see if there will come some more
this year, but we hope to be more around next
year. People can always email us or reach us on
Instagram, as well as our wholesale partner in
Europe, OneDC / EDC.
Francesca Cirillo: I think here is one point
in the focus: it is so silent, you could masturbate while sleeping next to your partner and he
wouldn’t hear it, unless he hears when you come.
It is perfect while kids are sleeping in the next
room, and we know that problem with 2 kids on
our own, or like already said above, for everyone
living with someone or just having thin walls to the
neighbours, no one will get it that this thing is on.
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This interview is
contributed by Colleen
Godin, EAN U.S.
Correspondent
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It’s all about finding a gap in the
market and helping people

N ari ne Se me r d j i a n o f B e y o n d D e l i gh ts .c o m delves into th e co mp lex ities o f th e co up les to y nich e
Are couples-specific sex toys opening
doors for the vibrator shy, or do they limit
creativity by doing all the thinking for the
consumer? Narine Semerdjian, co-founder of Los Angeles-based online retailer
BeyondDelights.com, finds that couples
toys can both help and hinder users, and
it all comes down to smart marketing
and sex education. Semerdjian‘s website caters to the aforementioned former
category, toning down more explicit
marketing in some cases while preferring more modernized, less in-your-face
pleasure products in others. Semerdjian‘s
approach attracts plenty of couples and
women, many of whom have yet to find
their creative streak in the bedroom.
Semerdjian‘s customers have flocked
to brands like We-Vibe, which Semerdjian calls the founder of the couples toy
category, and Tantus, a brand that‘s
worked hard to normalize anal play for all
genders and relationship styles. However,
Semerdjian makes an interesting note. In
her view, many couples sex toys ‚create
a bubble which limits a couple‘s imagination to exploring the benefits of so many
Narine Semerdjian,
other varieties of products.‘ Essentially,
co-founder of online
retailer BeyondDelights.com
Semerdjian thinks that less experienced
couples might never extend their imaginations beyond toys that come with stepby-step instructions, rather than exploring how, for example, wand vibrators or rabbit-style toys can also become
‚couples toys‘ in a paired setting. While Semerdjian still praises the couples category for expanding the consumer
market, she says it‘s up to retailers to do a better job of explaining how various types of sex toys can be used by two.
The popularity – and, frankly, the utter necessity – of sex-ed blogs on retailer websites provides a perfect medium for
resellers to present consumers with a wider variety of pleasure products that work just as well for couples as a classic We-Vibe wearable vibrator or a Tantus Feeldoe double dong. In this in-depth interview on the couples toy market,
Semerdjian shares her cheers and jeers on the state of sex toy manufacturing and marketing for online retail.
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In your opinion, how has the couples’ toy niche
evolved over the years? Can you pinpoint when
this niche emerged? How far has couples product design come since then?
Narine Semerdjian: In my opinion, if not for
We-Vibe, the couples sex toy category would be
nonexistent. They were the pioneers for designing
products that can be used between two people.

Statistically, a married woman is more likely to
own a vibrator than her single counterpart. The
marketing genius that goes behind the term
‚couples sex toys,‘ which can be worn inventively
hands-free during intercourse to simultaneously
give both (in hetero lingo) a man and woman
pleasure, was a breakthrough in:
-Introducing sex toys to more (married) couples
who wanted to explore sex toys together.
-Helping couples find normality in wanting this
together, giving them peace of mind to leap
over the fear of judgment and explore together. I
believe this also takes away the shame or guilt a
couple may face when they’re interested in it for
just themselves.
-Opening up and growing communication between couples in regard to their sexual desires,
preferences and pleasure.
-And from a business perspective, genius for
paving a new way to grow financially. It’s all about
finding a gap in the market and helping people,
all the while growing an industry and market
outreach.
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“ I DO BE L IE V E THE INC L USIV ITY
FAC TOR DOE S L AC K IN THE

MARKE TE D TE RM ‚C OUPL E S TOY S,‘
OR ‚C OUPL E S SE X TOY S.”
N A R I N E S E M E R DJ I A N

Which couples toys have been the best sellers
for your retail customers at BeyondDelights.
com?
Narine: We-Vibe Match - It has a flexible
neck which allows for a more comfortable fit
for a vagina owner. It’s hands-free with a dual
motor. Both vagina owner, who wears the product, and penis owner, who can be inserted,
simultaneously reap the benefits.
Tantus Feeldoe Strapless Dildo - This has
been a popular product in our store because
pegging, and the fascination for it, has been
growing exponentially. It’s designed for a
vagina owner to wear and use it on a partner
who has either a vagina or a penis to stimulate whatever hole their partner is interested in
being stimulated in!

Similarly, are there any other products or
brands that you personally stand by or recommend for superior couples play?

I N T E R V I E W

“ I N MY OP IN ION , IF N OT FOR
W E - V I B E , TH E COUP LES S EX
TOY CAT EGORY WOULD BE
N ON EX I ST EN T. ”
N A R I N E S E M E R DJ I A N

Narine: Tantus - Because they’re the anal
play pioneers for couples. Their products
work well, last long and are made of
great quality.
We-Vibe - Their engineering, marketing,
designs, variety and quality are all phenomenal. Blush Novelties - Their inclusivity,
variety and quality are fantastic. They do
make a bigger variety of products than
We-Vibe and Tantus and they advocate
for inclusivity, helping folks of all genders
feel comfortable with their products.

Where and how can the couples play category improve? Could product design be better
in your opinion?
Narine: It can improve by giving couples
more education about the use of the products that they purchase. Every product can
be used as a couples toy and the term used
for marketing purposes doesn’t always meet
the needs of what couples may want. It’s an
expensive word to bid for when you’re competing as a business and it creates a bubble
of ‚what’s ok‘ to use for a couple, if they’re
interested. It doesn’t quite help them expand
further into the entire benefits of what the different varieties of sex toys may have to offer.
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Do you find that the industry is overlooking
LGBTQIA+ couples in this product category?
Narine: Yes, I do believe the inclusivity factor
does lack in the marketed term ‚Couples
toys,‘ or ‚Couples sex toys.‘ It’s mostly aimed
for people who are in hetero relationships.
Not all couples possess different sexual organs and we can do better and aim to make
more products that represent that. For same
sex couples, particularly for penis owners,
I’ve yet to see a shared, hands-free couples
toy that can work for them.

In conclusion, is the couples product niche
and the marketing behind such products
improving the climate for sex education and
sex positivity? How are couples products and
sex-positive couples play changing attitudes
on sexuality for the better?
Narine: Yes and no! Like I mentioned above,
benefits exist for the business and consumer.
But it does create a bubble which limits a
couple‘s imagination to exploring the benefits of so many other varieties of products.
Couples toys can mean the whole ‚shop
product‘ category of any store and although
it‘s designed to make it easier for couples to
find products, we’re not doing a great job at
explaining why these products fit well in the
category and how.

This interview is
contributed by Colleen
Godin, EAN U.S.
Correspondent
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How much longer will Erling Haaland be
playing for BVB in Dortmund?
Florian Wittich: Just a few months longer by
my prediction. He is simply too good for that
roster, and I am sure he will turn into a global
star somewhere in England or Spain.

What was the biggest step in your career?
Florian Wittich: I don’t think there was one
step that changed everything, but with each
position I held it felt like an evolutionary process, learning and growing. I’d argue that
my career has been going pretty well, even
without any big leaps.

What was your childhood ambition?
Florian Wittich: I probably had more important things to think about than my future
career. At any rate, I can’t remember having a
dream job when I was little. I did dress up as
a cowboy a lot, though, so maybe that was
how I envisioned my future.

Where do you see yourself in 10 years’
time?
Florian Wittich: Right now, I don’t have a
concrete goal or a clear vision for the next
10 years. In 20 years, when the kids are out
of the house and standing on their own feet,
I would like to travel more and maybe live
abroad, at least for a few months each year.

How did you get into the industry?
Policeman, firefighter, pilot ...
those are the answers you typically get when you ask children what they want to be when
they are big. Florian Wittich
was a bit more old-fashioned;
he dreamt of being a cowboy
in his younger years. Obviously, he didn’t end up lassoing
cattle - instead, his path led
him to the sex toy industry
where he is now the Senior
Sales and Business Development Manager of Pipedream
Europe. In our Monthly Mayhem, he tells us how he got
there, why he’d switch lives
with Putin for a day, and why
he believes Erling Haaland will
soon be playing for a British of
Spanish football club.
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Florian Wittich: I had written my Masters
thesis working at another company in this industry. I spent six months there, and I spent
a lot of that time working in sales. After that,
they offered me a permanent position.

If you weren’t in this industry, what would you
be doing now?
Florian Wittich: I used to work for a British
producer of costumes and accessories for a
while, taking care of international distribution.
That was a lot of fun. I guess, what kind of
industry you are in is not the most important
thing, at least not in the sales department.
However, I will say that our industry is a lot
more fun than many others. The things that
matter most are a good team and an interesting range of tasks. Personally, I like to have a
bit of international travel thrown into the mix.

How do you envision the future of the
industry?
Florian Wittich: A lot happened in this
industry in the past two years. Many companies, including ours, have committed
to structural and strategic changes, and it
looks like the market is moving in a direction
where there will be fewer, bigger players.
The cost of living is going up rapidly right
now, and people have less disposable income at the end of the month, which means
less money to spend on pampering themselves a little. Our industry may have made
it through the Covid pandemic more or less
unscathed, but I could see this development
hurting us all very much, so I definitely hope
that the situation will stabilise.

What is your idea of a perfect working day?
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Florian Wittich
Questions & Answers
Florian Wittich: For obvious reasons, there have
been much fewer trips abroad and much fewer
visits to customers in recent times. However, I
love the trips, I love the shows and the meetings.
So that is how I would define a pretty good day,
ideally topped off by a successful deal and clinking glasses in the evening.

Which vice could you never forgive?
Florian Wittich: I usually believe in humans’
inherent goodness. However, I won’t quickly
forget if you betray my trust.

What song do you sing in the shower?
How do you relax after work?
Florian Wittich: After work, I spend time with my
kids. Relaxing comes after that.

Florian Wittich: I am a morning shower man,
and I am not in the mood for singing in the
morning.

Who would you never ever like to see naked?
Who would you consider your role model and
why?
Florian Wittich: There aren’t too many role models for me but there are many people who have
certain qualities that I admire.

Florian Wittich: No idea. Let everybody run
around naked if they like. After all, I can avert
my eyes if I don’t like what I see.

With whom would you like to go to the cinema
and what film would you watch?
Imagine you have been asked to award a medal to
someone. Who’s the lucky winner?
Florian Wittich: I can’t think of anybody off the
top of my head. Generally speaking, I have great
respect for anybody who puts others before
themselves and is ready and willing to help.

Florian Wittich: How about a fun, relaxing
evening without the kids, just me and the
girlfriend. And we’d watch a good thriller or a
silly comedy.

You have a month’s holiday. Where do you go?
Which personal success are you proud of?
Florian Wittich: I am very proud of my children.

Florian Wittich: Some place where you can surf.
The weather and the water can’t be too cold. And
of course, the food has to be good. I really enjoyed Lombok, for instance.

What do you particularly like about yourself?
Florian Wittich: I think I am pretty good at analysing people and situations. Also, I am ambitious
and dutiful.
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Which three things would you take with you to a
deserted island?
Florian Wittich: A boat so I can get out of there.

M O N T H L Y

M A Y H E M

“ E N J OY L I F E ! “
F LO R I A N W I T T I C H

Is there anything you would never do again?
Florian Wittich: Building my own house. Much
too stressful.

If you could swap lives with somebody for a day,
who would it be?
Florian Wittich: Right now? Putin, so I could end
this war. And I’d like to understand what is really
going on in that head of his.
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Do you have some good advice you want to share
with our readers?
Florian Wittich: Oof. How about: Enjoy life!
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